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Foust sets
sentence for
Ramey at
life in prison
Staff Report
Two charged in the murder of
Almo resident Jerry Eldridge
Sr. were formally sentenced in
Calloway County Circuit Court
Monday morning.
Brock Riley Ramey. 30. was
sentenced to life in prison for
the October 2008 murder of
Almo resident Jerry Eldridge
Sr. Calloway County Circuit
Judge Dennis Foust. following
the jury's recommendation.
issued the sentencing and

MEM Parks Board facing economic woes
'Spray Park' may
be delayed as
result of funding
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Murray -Calloway County Parks
board of directors had hoped to open a
new "spray park" in Murray Central
Park this summer.
However an adverse economy, possible loss of requested funding from
Murray City Hall or Calloway County
Fiscal Court and withdrawal of a key

donation to pay for the construction will
at least delay the project.
During a special-called meeting at the
Murray Calloway Transit Authority conference room Monday night, parks
Director Matt Martin announced that the
project lost a $10,000 pledge from a
local businessman that had wanted to
dedicate the new facility in honor of a
family member. Martin said he was told
an adverse economy led to the loss and
the donor regretted having to withdraw
his offer.
Parks officials are now seeking assistance from any other businesses. organizations or individuals that may want to

help.
Martin said he continues to look for
more funding sources in the form of
grants to put the project back on track
and is hoping another donor will step up
and be willing to replace what was lost.
"Maybe there's somebody else out
there that wants to help us," Martin said.
"I hope so."
Board member Connie Morgan. who
represents Calloway Fiscal Court on the
board. F.aid the loss is regrettable.
-That's something that would really be
good for the park," he said. "I think parents, especially ones with small children, would rather take them to some-

thing like that than they would take
them to a swimming pool because they
are scared of deep water."
But that's not the end of the board's
funding difficulties.
The department is going to have to
remove speed bumps in central park; a
move that may cost thousands and may
have to be contracted out because equipment to do the job is not available inati
the maintenance department. The speed
control devices are now illegal and will
have to be replaced, possibly with rumble stnps. There are some concerns

•See Page 2A

FBI
releases
Kennedy
documents

Annual MCC Fair activities begin

II See Page 2A

Obama to address nation
tonight on gulf oil spill

The Murray-Calloway
County Fair opened for
business last night, bringing rides, food and entertainment to the fairgrounds. At left, Paige
McKinney of Kuttawa is
crowned Miss MurrayCalloway County Fair
Queen by last year's
queen, Katrina Giannini.
McKinney was one of nine
participants in this years
pageant. which was held
in the new municipal
building at the fairgrounds. Below, Tyler
Paschall puts a little spin
on a ping pong ball while
trying to land it in one of
the many bowls filled with
colored water. Despite his
tactics, Paschall, joined by
friends Bailey Morefield,
Taylor Nelson and Peyton
Glaynn. walked away from
the game empty-handed.
Fair organizers reported
600 fairgoers attended the
opening night.

By The Associated Press
President Barack Obama
plans a nationally televised
address Tuesday night from the
Oval Office on his administration's efforts to contain the
massive oil spill in the Gulf of
Mexico.
The address is scheduled for
8 p.m. EDT.
It will be the first time Obama
has spoken to the nation from
the solemn venue of the Oval
Office.
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Files show
threats against
senator were
common
By ANDREW MICA
mud GLEN JOHNSON
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (AP)-- Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy became a
magnet for extremist rage in the
decades after his brothers were
gunned down, living under constant, chillingly specific assassination threats of his own,
according to newly released
FBI documents.
Five years after President
John F. Kennedy was killed and
shortly after Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy was shot, one letter
warned that the third brother
was next: -Ted Kennedy number three to be assassinated on
Oct. 25, 1968. The Kennedy
residence must be well protected on that date."
Nearly two decades later, in
1985, the threats continued, this
time including the Republican
president as well as the liberal
Democratic senator: "Brass
tacks, I'm gonna kilt Kennedy
and (President Ronald) Reagan,
and 1 really mean it."
Releasing 2,352 pages from
Kennedy's FBI file, many of
them concerning threats over
the years, the agency said on its
website: 'These threats originated from multiple sources,
including individuals, anonymous persons and members of
radical groups such as the Ku
Klux Klan,'Minutemen' organizations and the National
Socialist White People's Party."
Some of the threats prompted
investigations, some resulted in
warnings to Kennedy or local
law enforcement authorities.
There is no indication any
attempts were carried out.
In 1977. the FBI even looked
into allegations that Sirhan
Sirhan — the man who assassinated Robert Kennedy — had
attempted to hire a fellow prisoner to kill Edward Kennedy.
The prisoner, who was housed
next to Sirhan for 18 months,

KYSER LOUGH
Ledger & Times

By The Associated Press
Tuesday. .Partly sunny with a
50 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s. Southwest winds
around 5 mph.
night.. Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 70s. South
winds around 5 mph in the
evening becoming calm after
midnight.
Wednesday.. Partly sunny. A
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms in the morning. Highs in the upper 80s
Northwest winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday night.. Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 60s.
sunny.
Thursday Partly
Highs in the upper 80s
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Gov't puts employers on notice over health costs
By RICARDO ALONSOZALDIVAR
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Ohama administration had
a message Monday for
employers who want to keep
federal bureaucrats from
rewriting the tules for their
company medical plans: Don't

.-T711T;',111

jack up costs for workers, and
you won't have to worry about
interference from the new
health care law.
"What we don't want is a
massive shift of costs to
employees," said Health and
Human Services Secretary
Kathleen Sebelius.
She announced a new regula-

tion that spells out how health
plans that predate the health
overhaul law can avoid its full
impact. Meant to deliver on
President Barack Obama's
promise that people who like
their current health coverage
can keep it, the rule sets limits
likely to become increasingly
important as medical costs

.111)1

Do you want comics. graphic novels, card
games with a choice of singles and booster
packs,toys that nobody else has in Murray.
board games, ete71111 You want G's Comics_
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Change is
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keep rising.
Plan changes that would
cause a health plan to lose its
"grandfathered" status and
trigger new federal requirements include:
— Dropping coverage for a
particular health problem. for

II See Page 7A
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11 Parks Board...
From Front

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
Members of the American Legion demonstrate how to properly fold the American flag during a Flag Day ,:eremony Monday. Top left, Duane Bell left, and Mark Kennedy hold the
flag while Bob Bell looks on. Top right, the flag is folded twice lengthwise. Bottom photos,
from left, Bell smoothes out wrinkles before Kennedy begins folding the flag into a tnangle.
Brown tucks the remaining piece into the flag and Kennedy displays the final product.
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Post hosts Flag Day ceremony Monday evening
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
In Mons to remember what
they call a holiday forgotten to
many, members of the American
Leg .on Post ff73 hosted a Flag
Day ceremony Monday night.
The event included the history
of our national anthem. -The
Star-Spangled Banner" and how
Francis Scott Key was inspired
to write it after seeing the tatred American flag still flying
ever Fort Henry after British
assault. As the story goes. Key
Cater found that the only way the
flag was able to withstand the
onslaught from the British navy

was that Americans inside the
fort risked, and lost, their lives
to hold the flagpole in place.
"I hope this shows why we
hold the flag in such reverence,"
said Mark Kennedy, American
Legion member, to the audience.
Before demonstrating how to
fold the American flag, a video
was shown that added symbolic
meaning to each fold. The video
stated the first fold of the flag is
a symbol of life, second is a
symbol of belief in eternal life.
third is in honor and remembrance of the veteran departing
our ranks and went through 12

total folds. The video was produced
by
the
website
ww.
w.18th-artiIlery.com.
Kennedy then enlisted the
help of Duane Brown and Bob
Bell to demonstrate the folding
of an American flag. Brown and
Kennedy each held an end of the
flag while Bell was designated
as the supervisor and smoothed
out any wrinkles after each fold.
Kennedy said had it been a military funeral the final, folded
flag would be given to Bell, who
would in turn present it.
To fold a flag. it is first held
horizontally by two people. The
flag is folded lengthwise, bring-

11 Foust sets sentence...
From Front
denied a motion from the
defense for a new trial. He will
be eligible for parole in 20
years.
Ramey was convicted by a
Calloway County jury last
month of murder as well as firstdegree wanton endangerment,
first degree burglary, firstdegree assault, second-degree
assault and two counts of tampering with physical evidence in

ing the striped side over the
stars. It is then folded lengthwise again and in some cases, a
third time depending on the size
of the flag. Next, the person
holding the end with just stripes
folds the lower corner up to create a triangle and continues folding until reaching the end. The
remainder is then tucked into the
flag. If folded correctly, only the
stars should be showing.
After making the final fold
and showing the audience the
final product. Kennedy invited
attendees to join members of the
American Legion in a meal.
Close to 50 were in attendance.

•Speech

connection to the crime that also
injured Eldridge's son, Eddie,
and Eddie's girlfriend, Melissa
Price
Also
sentenced
was
Jacqueline Ramsey Phillips, 46,
Ramey's ex-girlfriend. She was
given a five-year sentence by
Foust. but the judge probated
the sentence on the condition
that drug court restriction be
met for five years. Phillips was
initially charged with complici-

ty to murder as Ramey's alleged

From Front

accomplice. However Phillips

The president. who is trying to

pleaded guilty to an amended

show the public he is in command of the situation, will take

charge of facilitation in a deal
with Commonwealth's Attorney
Mark Blankenship that lead to
the five-year agreement. It also
required her to testify for the
state during Ramey's trial

to the airwaves hours after he
returns to Washington from the
his fourth trip to a Gulf region
suffering from the oil coining
ashore in coastal areas of
Mississippi.
Louisiana,
Alabama and Florida.
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hiring another organizer. Board
members are also concerned
that the situation may reflect
badly. not only on the SYSA,
but the future of baseball and
other sporting tournaments in
Murray which would also lead
to significant loss of tourism
dollars to the parks and city
businesses as well.
In other actions, board members:
• honored former board chairman Bill Bailey for his many
years of service to the department and dedication to restoration

of

the

old

Water's

Schoolhouse in central park.

In this J
housing
camera
inside th

Bailey was presented with a
nice gavel-type plaque and a
framed photo of the school

Th1

house. Bailey announced his
retirement in March.
• heard a report from the
department's safety committee

OC1
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that a new draft of policy and
procedure guidelines concerning public safety at the parks
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Counties legal department for
advice. The update is intended
to be a new set of guidelines
used to ensure safe fun at all
park facilities.
• voted to change the location
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of the board's future regularlyscheduled

meetings

from

American Legion's Veterans
Hall on Bee Creek Drive to the
MCTA office conference room
on Transit Way. The time of the
meetings will remain at 6 p.m.
on the third Monday of each
month. Only the location has
changed.
• Went into executive session
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to discuss the position of sports
coordinator for the department
this year. Board Chairman Jason
Lovett said this morning no
decision was made on the matter during the meeting.
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about how the rein(‘al may he a
threat to children and other park
patrons if drivers do not observe
the 15 mph speed limit. The
department's park rangers and
Murray-Calloway County law
enforcement will be asked to
heel-rip patrols to strictly
enforce the law.
In addition, the board was lobbied by Playhouse in the Park
officials for financial assistance
in paying for replacement of
two air conditioning units at the
facility. The older equipment
failed and Playhouse paid the
$9.750 bill to buy new equipment and is seeking help in offsetting the loss of funds. The
department has a contract with
Playhouse to make minor
repairs. but most of the cost
reimbursement will he sought
from the Murray City Council
and Calloway County Fiscal
Court which owns the building.
Martin said he would aid
Playhouse Director Lisa Cope
or other representatives in lobbying for funding.
Also, Martin told board members that a contract with Mark
Lovrekovic, a representative of
Southern
Youth
Sports
Association Inc., who had been
hired to organize baseball tournaments in Murray, may have to
be terminated.
Martin said Lovrekovic has
apparently broken his contract
in several ways leading to the
loss of two scheduled tournaments so far this year. It is also
expected that the annual
Freedom Fest tournament will
be lost as well because it is too
late to find another organizer.
It's possible a "back to school"
tournament may be salvaged,
according to Martin.
He told board members that
he has spoken to an attorney
about the situation and was
advised to cancel the department's
contract
with
Lovrekovic.
"It looks like we're not going
to have any more tournaments
with SYSA.- Martin said.
Former tournament organizer
Tab Brockman stepped down
from oversight earlier and
Lovrekovic had offered his
services through the SYSA in
March. He has reportedly been
unresponsive to most repeated
Phone calls from both coaches
and board members. No decision was made concerning the
canceling of the contract. Park
officials decided to contact
United States Specialty Sports
Association leaders to report

what has happened and get
some advice and assistance in

rag

NOTICE
• Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5 pm. on Tuesday. June 15
in district courtroom at the
Calloway County Judicial
Center. On the agenda for
the meeting is a first reading
of an amendment to the
county's property protection
ordinance, resolutions needed to aid the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
in obtaining two federal
grants for schools and manpower, considera an amendment to the flood ordinance,
set magisti ate salaries,
board appointments and
public comment.
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oto/Paul Shultz,1-10
In this June 2010 image, Paul Shultz shows him holding a Nikon camera and underwater
housing that he recovered washed up at a local marina in Key West Wednesday May 16. The
camera was lost in Aruba six months ago. Shultz was able to locate its owner from the images
inside the camera.

The odyssey: Camera survives
ocean trip from Aruba to Fla.
By ANNIE GREENBERG
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI 1AP) — Paul Shultz
was walking along the pier of a
Key West marina when he saw
what looked like a rotting tomato pounding against the rocks.
The Coast Gdard investigator
waded ankle-deep into the water
to fish out the ocean rubbish: a
bright red Nikon camera, small
enough to fit in the palm of his
hand. Its waterproof plastic case
was covered with six months'
worth of crusty sea growth, but
the camera itself was almost
pristine when he found it May
16.
However, clues to tracking
down its owner were few. So
Shultz decided to test his investigative skills.
There were photos of two men
preparing to scuba dive and a
towheaded
family
nestled
together on a couch. There was a
mysterious relic settled deep
into the sea floor. And even a
puzzling video clip of splashing
water that appeated to have been
taken as the camera thrashed
around under the control of
something that wasn't human.
"There was nothing on the pictures that said this camera
belongs to so and so:' Shultz
said.
After looking through the pictures. Shultz adopted the screen
name of "Aquahound" and took
his hunt online.
He uploaded the images on
Scubaboard.com, hoping some
diving aficionados could help
identify where they were taken.
Within days. the Internet sleuths
had parsed the pictures and
found some clues all pointing to
Aruba, a Dutch island off
Venezuela's coast that's 1,1(10
miles from Key West.
There was a plane's tail number
and a computer search

.1916
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AP Phot, .11r1eS'y of Oct de Bruin
This Nov. 11, 2009, photo
(provided by Dick de Bruin)
was taken with his camera
and shows de Bruin, left, and
Tome van der Klooster, both
members of the Royal Dutch
Navy.

word to Washington headquarters at 2.45 p.m. EDT on July
19, 1969. after being notified by
Police Chief Dominick Arena in
Edgartown. Mass.
The advisory said that
Kennedy — the vehicle's driver
— was uninjured.
It also said. "Stated fact
Senator Kennedy was dfiver is
not being revealed to anyone."
Kopechne drowned after
Kennedy drove the car in which
she was riding off a bridge into a
pond. He swam to safety, leaving Kopechne in the car.
Kopechne, 28, was found dead
in the submerged car's back seat
10 hours later. Kennedy. then
37, pleaded guilty to leaving the
scene of an accident and got a
suspended sentence and probation.
In his memoir. Kennedy wrote
that
his
actions
on
Chappaquiddick were inexcusable. He said he was afraid.
"made terrible decisions" and
had to live with the guilt the rest
of his life.
Kopechne's death also caught
the attention of the Nixon
administration and one of the
eventual Watergate conspirators.
One file shows FBI Deputy
Director C.D. DeLoach reponing an Oct. 17, 1969, call froln
John Dean, then assistant to the
deputy attorney general.

American on mission to kill bin Laden arrested
By RIAZ KHAN
and MUNIR AHMED
Associated Press Writers
PESHAWAR, Pakistan (API
— An American armed with a
pistol and a 40-inch (102-centimeter) sword was detained in
northern Pakistan and told
investigators he was on a solo
mission to kill Osama bin
Laden, a police officer said
Tuesday.
The man, identified as 52year-old Californian construction worker Gary Brooks
Faulkner, said he wanted to
cross over into the neartoy
Afghan province ot Nurist.ui
because he had "heard bin
Laden was living there",
according to officer Mumtaz
Ahmad Khan.

He was picked up in a forest in
the Chitral region late on
Sunday. he said.
"We initially laughed when he
told us that he wanted to kill
Osama bin Laden," said Khan.
But he said when officers seized

the pistol, the sword, a dagger
and night-vision equipment,
"our suspicion grew."
He was questioned Tuesday
by intelligence officials in
Peshawar, the main northwestern city.
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showed the aircraft was in for three years. The camera
Aruba the day the photo was floated away from de Bruin
taken. There was a blue-roofed while he and a dive team were
building that searchers pinpoint- salvaging an anchor from the
ed to the island using Google LISS Powell for a World War II
Earth. And there was a school memorial. The American ship
poster written in Dutch.
protected Aruba, a major oil
But could the camera make producer. from German forces
such a trip? Villy Kourafalou, an during the war.
associate professor of physical
"There's a big connection
oceanography at the University between America and Aruba ...
of Miami, said such an odyssey first with the anchor, and now
is possible. The buoyancy of the the camera brings us together
plastic case combined with vari- again." de Bruin said.
ous currents could have taken
The camera is on its way to the
the camera to Key West, she told de Bruin family via FedEx and
The Associated Press in an e- should be there any day.
mail.
With Shultz's search narShultz said he's thrilled the
rowed. the resolution came story is ending well — for a
quickly. He posted the pictures brief moment when he first
on
the
travel
websites viewed the mystery video, he
Cruisecritic and Aruba.com, and feared the camera's owner had
within two days was contacted met a tragic end.
by an Aruban woman who said
The culprit: a hungry sea turtle
she recognized the children in trying to take a bite out of the
some of the photos as class- floating camera in January. iwo
months after it was lost. The
mates of her son.
She contacted the family, the camera's leash apparently got
de Bruins, and all the pieces caught on its flipper, and the
came together.
animal's splashing turned on the
"I have a smile on my face ... I video camera. Shultz's best
can't stop laughing about it." guess is that the episode hapDick de Bruin said in a phone pened off the coast of Honduras.
interview froni Aruba. "It's realThat video clip has been seen
ly big news (on the island) and more than 200,000 times on
in Europe."
YouTube, with viewers everyDe Bruin, a sergeant in the where from Alaska to Africa to
Royal Dutch Navy, has been sta- Australia. It's de Bruin's
tioned with his family in Aruba favorite part of the whole stor.

told the FBI he was offered $1
million and a :ar hut declined.
Monday's documents were the
first round released by the FBI
since Kennedy's death last year
at 77 after a fight with brain cancer. Kennedy's widow. Victoria
Reggie Kennedy. declined comment on the document release
through a spokesman.
Kennedy family members
were given a chance to review
and to raise objections to the
documents before they were
released Monday. The FBI said
it has additional documents on
threats to Kennedy. possibly
thousands more pages, that it
plans to make public once the
agency finishes reviewing them.
Without offering specifics.
Dennis Argall, assistant section
chief of the FBI's record information dissemination section,
said the family was given
"appropriate" time to review the
documents. The family has no
legal power to keep information
withheld. Argall said, but the
FBI does consider privacy concerns on a case-by-case basis.
President Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas on Nov. 22,
1963. Robert Kennedy was slain
in Los Angeles on June 6, 1968.
Their deaths cast a long shadow
on the youngest brother's life

and prompted fears he, too.
would he targeted by an assassin's bullet. Indeed. Kennedy
wrote in his memoir "True
Compass" that after his brothers
were killeti he was easily startled by loud sounds and would
hit the deck whenever a car
backfired.
Most of the documents
released Monday are about
death threats and extortion
attempts
against
the
Massachusetts Democrat.
The release had been highly
anticipated by historians, scholars and others interested in the
life and long public career of
one of America's most prominent and powerful politicians.
The Associated Press and other
media organizations requested
the documents through Freedom
of Information Act requests.
There is relatively little on a
major controversy -- Kennedy's
car accident on Chappaquiddick
Island off the coast of
Massachusetts that killed Mary
Jo Kopechne. a young woman
who had been a worker in
Robert Kennedy's campaign.
The files do show that the FBI
was told almost immediately of
the accident and Kennedy's
involvement, but authorities
kept his identity quiet at the
start.
The Boston FBI office relayed
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City Hall must learn
the value of a penny
By Kimberly Byars
Ah, its City Sticker time
again, beloved by both citizenry and Police alike. Office buildings and retail establishments
are emptied of racing employees rushing to their windshields
in frenzied horror to check to
see if they have affixed their
Civic Pride in just the correct
position to avoid a fine.
Stickers are slapped from
glove boxes to glassworks faster
than ice cream droplets melting into Freedom Fest pavement and sighs of defeat are
heard louder than June thunder by those unlucky enough
to hop the curb too late and
find a dreaded yellow ticket
has beaten them to their vehicle.
On June 3rd, I too, found
myself on the wrong side of
the law. Now, let me begin by
saying that I was dead wrong.
On April 14th I had purchased
both a Business license and a
2010 city sticker for $97. However, the sticker along with my
receipt was still in my glove
box.
We have an ordinance that
clearly states when and where
the city sticker shall be displayed and forgetting to put it
there is no excuse. It should
have been clearly visible to
the officer when he inspected
my car.
Nevertheless, like all the
ether lemmings I went running
out to plead my case receipt
'and sticker in hand. The officer was extremely courteous and
professional as I have found
all MPD officers to be. He
simply explained that he was
not allowed to wave any tickets this year under any circumstances.
I thanked him for taking his
job so seriously and retreated
to my office to consider my
options. The idea that came to
me was, in retrospect, childish
but even those of us in middle age can be provoked to
pettiness after sprinting across
a parking lot in 90 degree heat.
Later that morning I arrived
at City Hall with my receipt
and ticket in hand to plead my
case to a nice young lady who
looked as though she would
have rather been anywhere on
earth other than standing behind
the counter of City Hall during "City Sticker Sting Week".
Still, she was patient and polite
as I told my story.
My heart went out to her.
She calmly explained that
though I had evidence of my
law abiding behavior I still fell
short by not having my purchase properly displayed.
I promptly apologized and
agreed that city hall was due
my fine whereupon I presented her with a brand new bank
bag filled with 1,000 shiny
new pennies. "I don't think we
are allowed to take this," she
,said. "You're not allowed to
take money?" I asked. Before
she could answer another
woman at the counter loudly
confirmed her doubts. "You'll
just have to come back! We
cannot take that!" "You can-

not take money?" I asked. "We
have a policy!" Wait a minute.
I read the newspaper! You
NEED money. you obviously
will go to great lengths to procure it. sacrificing community
goodwill along the way and
you won't take it when it's
delivered to you because you
have a policy against it???? Is
that policy posted somewhere?
Of course, being a freedom
loving individual and sensing
the tension in the air I did not
actually say this. I simply
looked at the nice young lady
with whom I was doing business and told her that I was
leaving the pennies in her capable hands and that as far as I
was concerned the matter was
closed.
I then exited City Hall and
returned to work, confident that
restitution had been made.
About thirty minutes later I
was notified that a police officer was there to see me, my
bank bag of pennies in hand.
Ok, I thought, so I'm going
to jail for using US legal tender to pay a fine issued by a
US taxpayer supported entity.
Would this make me a political prisoner?
Would my windshield be
displayed by Amnesty International while I wasted away in
an H Block cell? Would I
become the subject of folk
songs, protests, and local legend?
Alas, it was not to be. Again.
this officer was one of the
nicest gentlemen I have ever
met and I felt immediately
sorry for him that he had been
assigned as lead investigator
on "the great copper coin caper".
"They wanted me to bring your
pennies back", he said, obviously uncomfortable with the
whole situation.
I admitted to him that my
antics were childish and reassured him that my husband
was at that very moment making good on my debt to society. But wait a minute!
They didn't value my money
as being worthy to pay my
fine but they returned it all
the way across town at taxpayer's expense under armed
guard??? Does the City Clerk
have so little respect for the
valuable time of Murray's
finest?
I thought it best not to comment on this to the poor harassed
policeman but I just couldn't
help asking, "By the way, did
I do anything illegal, Officer,
or did they just not want to
take the time to count my
fine?"
A twinkle came into his eye,
"No, Mam, he said," you didn't do anything illegal" No further explanation was needed.
Now, I don't know about
you, but my parents taught me
the value of a penny and in
these difficult economic times
I would like to think our city
fathers recognize its worth as
well. Perhaps if they did, they
could spend less time doling
out red tape and more time
counting money!
Happy Motoring
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Can fringe candidates win in November?
WASHINGTON (API —
Two more members of Congress have fallen to strategies
that worked before, but not
this year: switching parties to
avoid defeat and edging to the
political center in the early
going.
This time it was political
purists in Alabama who tossed
out lawmakers from both parties in primary elections, which
often are dominated by highly motivated and ideological
voters.
As in Utah. Pennsylvania.
Florida and other states, these
voters are demanding party fealty, making the political center
look slippery, at least for now.
While energizing spring campaigns, their passions may cause
headaches for both parties in
November, when iniependent
and moderate voters will be
far more plentiful.
In Alabama, Democratturned-Republican Rep. Parker
Griffith got clobbered in the
GOP primary by Mo Brooks.
who was backed by tea party
activists.
Meanwhile in the Democratic gubernatorial primary, Rep.
Artur Davis lost badly after
running a campaign that seemed
aimed mainly at the November general election.
Davis. who is black, paid
dearly for opposing President
Barack Obama's health care
plan and for alienating important civil rights groups. Alabama Agriculture Commissioner
Ron Sparks. who is white. eas-

Harry Reid faces serious problems this fall. But some GOP
consultants fear their party will
By CHARLES BABINGTON
blow its chances by nominating a tea party favorite whom
ily defeated Davis by running
Reid can portray as a fringe
For most nominees
a more liberal campaign. He
candidate.
to
win
in
November,
endorsed the health care bill
Sharron Angle wants to abolhe said, "they're going
and won the support of the
ish the federal income tax code.
to
have
to
capture
the
state's major black political
phase out Social Security for
center."
groups.
younger workers and turn a
Davis ran on the hope that
proposed nuclear waste dump
— Ron Bonjean
Alabama primary voters would
site at Yucca Mountain into a
GOP
Consultant
agree that their state will not
waste-reprocessing site.
elect a governor in November
Reid's allies would prefer
who campaigned as a main- tit either party. Earlier this year. Angle to other possible oppo
Utah Republican conventionstream national Democrat.
news, and she seems to have
And Griffith. who had voted goers rejected conservative Sen. momentum.
Bob
Bennett
in favor of tea party
in Congress against Obama's
Bonjean says tea party
health bill, economic stimulus activists who are even more con- favorites such as Paul in Kenand "cap and trade" plan for servative and libertarian-lean- tucky. and Angle in Nevada. will
carbon emissions, assumed his ing.
have to find a way to moderGOP activists chased maindistrict's Republican activists
ate their rhetoric this fall withwould embrace a conservative stream Republican Gov. Char- out appearing to moderate their
lie Crist out the Senate priwho switched to the GOP.
core principles.
Both men underestimated the mary in Florida. where he's
That can be tricky for firstintensity of their parties' most running as an independent. In time candidates, as Paul learned
ideological voters, who want Kentucky, they chose libertar- when he publicly questioned
party purity even if it compli- ian favorite Rand Paul over a the fairness of the 1964 Civil
Republican establishment cancates matters this fall.
Rights Act. If Alabama and KenThese voters show no sym- didate. Democratic voters have tucky voters are trend setters.
been
nearly
as
insistent
true
on
pathy for politicians who appear
then the primary voters who
to shift their principles, even believers from the left.
soon will decide the fates of
Democratic voters in West
slightly, to stay in office.
Lincoln, McCain and others will
"You have a polarization hap- Virginia rejected I4-term Rep. care more about ideological
Alan
Mollohan.
although ethipening on both the left and
intensity than temperate appeal,.
the right." Washington-based cal problems muddied the pic- to centrists.
GOP consultant Ron Bonjean ture there.
It's a great sideshow and
And in Arkansas they have
said.
laboratory for political junkies.
For most nominees to win forced two-term Sen. Blanche
And it will offer fascinatin November, he said, "they're Lincoln into a tough runoff ing and sometimes dramatic
primary
next
week
after
she
going to have to capture the
choices for voters this fall when
angered union activists over
center."
they pick the next batch of
For now, that seems of lit- health care and other issues.
government leaders.
Democratic Senate leader
tle concern to primary voters
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What'll it take to turn things around?
By Tom Gibson
Cagle News Service
Who has responsibility for
guiding our country toward full
employment?
Who's in charge of analyzing the information collected
and determining which poli,:ies are helping and which are
hindering the building of an
economy where everyone who
wants to work can find a job?
Our political and business
leaders don't talk about it so
perhaps they don't feel responsible.
Full employment was last
approached in the United States
in the late 1990s, and the benefits were wonderful.
The unemployment rate hit
a 30-year low of 4 percent:
and, for the first time in decades,
we had a federal budget surplus.
The pay of low-income families grew from $22,000 to
$25,000 between 1995 and 2000
and that of middle-income families increased more than during the whole of the 1980s.
Income grew by I I percent
for white families, 16 percent
for African American families
and 25 percent for Hispanic
families as racial income gaps
shrunk.
So what happened during
the last 10 years that brought

us to our current sorry state:
9.9 percent unemployment, 7.5
percent underemployment and
falling family incomes?
A series of bad decisions
by our political and business
leaders allowed the building
and bursting of the housing
bubble, the subsequent financial crisis of 2008 and the loss
of 7 million jobs.
In addition, job-destroying
decisions were made in trade.
infrastructure, development and
immigration.
Last year our imports of
merchandise were allowed to
exceed exports of $500 billion, the worst trade deficit in
the world. (By contrast, Germany had a surplus of $200
billion and China's was $175
billion).
Robert Scott of the Economic Policy Institute estimates
that each $1 billion of trade
deficit destroys 9,500 jobs, so
our huge deficit eliminated
almost 5 million American jobs.
What's so maddening about
the flood of merchandise
imports is that most of them
don't come from plants owned
by foreign companies. Instead,
they come from plants built or
leased in other countries by
U.S. multinational corporations
to take advantage of low-cost
labor. (General Electric makes

Americans would be working
Eleven million illegal immigrants (60 percent from Mexico) now live in the United
States. Studies by the Mexican government suggest that.
because of low wages and
social inequality in their country, another 8 million will try
— Tom Gibson
to cross into the United States
Dupont retiree
during the next 15 years.
With 34 million either unemspiral light bulbs in China; ployed or underemployed AmerFord makes Taurus parts in ican citizens needing jobs. could
India; U.S. appliance compa- it be moral to force them to
nies make refrigerators in Mex- compete with millions of illegal immigrants'? Nothing short
ico.)
Because consumer purchas- of a crisis-level, cooperative
es now make up 70 percent effort between American and
of our Gross Domestic Prod- Mexican leaders to halt the
uct, it is difficult to see how illegal influx seems appropriwe will ever approach full ate.
So what are the chances of
employment unless the manufacture of products Americans overcoming these problems that
need is brought back to our prevent full employment?
It is probably naive to plan
country.
During the last seven years, on saner, more stable banking
had just 25 percent of the money and investment systems too far
spent on the unjustified. unpro- into the future.
However, with new leaders
voked war in Iraq been allocated to infrastructure devel- who are less greedy and more
opment, we would be a stronger committed to serving the common good, we can probably
and more competitive nation.
The state of our crumbling eliminate the merchandise trade
roads, bridges. and dams would deficit, build a world-class infrabe improving and our rail and structure and stop illegal immibroadband networks expanding. gration.
Such things have happened
And at least 2 million more
in our country before.
Nothing short of a
crisis-level, cooperative effort between American and Mexican leaders to halt the illegal
Influx seems appropriate.
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5.7 quake rattles nerves in California

Wayne Leonard Simms. 75. of Murray. died June 14. 2010 at his By ELLIOT SPAGAT
"Aftershocks can go on for
home surrounded by his loving family.
Associated Press Writer
months and years." he said.
He was born to the late Charles and Edith Mae
SAN DIFIGO (API
the
Thousands of aftershocks have
. Simms. January 5, 1935. in Rockford, IL. Visitation U.S.-Mexico border was rocked occurred
since the Easter earthwill be Wednesday June 16 from 9 a.m, to noon at by a magnitude-5.7 earthquake quake. More than
100 afterHeritage Family Funeral Home in Murray. Funeral Monday night, rattling nerves in shocks were recorded
immedi'
services will follow at I p.m. at First United a region still recovering from the ately following
Monday's 5.7
Methodist Church. Interment will be in Oak Brook, IL.
deadly Easter jolt.
quake, with the largest measurSimms received a BS in Industry and Technology from Illinois
The U.S. Geological Survey ing at magnitude-4.5.
State t Iniversity in 1962 and MEd from the University of Illinois in
said the quake was centered five
A 5.7-magnitude earthquake
1967. He
miles southeast of Ocotillo in "could break windows, it could
married Christine Simms in 1988 and they lived together in Villa
Imperial County - about 85 throw things on the floor, it
Park. IL. before retiring to Murray in 2005. He was an industry and
miles east of San Diego. It could create cracks on the wall.
technology instructor and chairman of the department at Addison
struck Monday at 9:26 p.m. but we don't expect things to
Frail High School in Addison. IL from 1966 until 1983 when he
PDT.
collapse," Hauksson said.
retired and started his own general contracting business.
The quake was an aftershock
San Diego County Office of
A Navy veteran of the Korean War, he was an active member of
of the deadly Easter Sunday Emergency Services had no
First United Methodist Church in Murray, where he served on the
magnitude-7.2 quake that shook reports of significant damage.
Church Council, the Humane Society of Calloway County and the
Baja California and Southern Louis Fuentes. chairman of the
Antique Automobile Club of America. He was a volunteer for the
Anierican Heart Association. He loved to travel and was an old car California, said Egill Hauksson. Imperial County board of supera seismologist at the California visors, also said he had no
enthusiast.
He is survived by his three children: Lisa Simms of Jackson, NJ; Institute of Technology in immediate reports of damage.
"As soon as it hit, my wife
Michael Simms and his wife Wendy of Elmhurst. IL: Kimberly Pasadena. He said the epicenter
of Monday's quake occurred in said, 'Grab the baby.' My
Kaczynski of
Paducah, KY; his grandson, Duncan Wayne Simms. was born the same zone of the quake in daughter ran out to the back
yard," said Fuentes, who was in
February 27. 2010; his sisters; Valerie and her husband Bill of April.
Rockford. IL. and Joy Hallden of Michigan. He is also survived by
his mother-in-law, three sisters-in-law, three brothers-in-law and
many nieces and nephews.
In lieu of flowers, the family is requesting donations to the
WASHINGTON
AP) - could default on their debt. On
Wayne L. Simms Renewable Scholarship for Non-Traditional China boosted its holdings of Monday, Moody's Investors
Students at Murray State University do Office of Development, 106 U.S. Treasury debt for the sec- Service slashed Greece's credit
Development Center. Murray, KY 42071-3313.
ond straight month as total for- rating to junk status, the latest
eign holdings of U.S. govern- blow to the debt-ridden nation.
ment debt increased.
Mrs. Maloy RusseN
Fear of possible defaults has
That development should sparked a flight to safety which
Mrs. Mato) Russell. 75. of Murray died Monday June 14. 2010
at Murray Calloway Co. Hospital. Arrangements are incomplete at help ease concerns that lagging has benefited U.S. Treasury
foreign demand will force the securities. Treasurys are considlines-Miller Funeral Home.
U.S. government to pay higher ered the world's safest investinterest rates to finance its debt. ment - the U.S. government
Mrs. Wilma Eartine kyles
China's holdings of U.S. has never defaulted on its debt.
A graveside service for Mrs. Wilma Earline Lyles will be today
Tuesday at I p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. Rev. Glen Cope Treasury securities rose by $5
The Treasury reported that
will officiate. Pallbearers will be Tommy and Barrett Cope. Scott billion to $900.2 billion in April, net purchases of long-term secuBroadway. Richard Young. Richie Robertson and Randy Hill. the Treasury Department said rities. covering U.S. government
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- Tuesday. Total foreign holdings debt and the debt of U.S. comparose by $72.8 billion to $3.96 nies, increased by $83 billion in
ments.
April. That follows a record
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
China is the largest foreign monthly gain of $140.5 billion
Society. attn. Pat Latimer. 101 South 4th St., Murray. KY 42071 or
the Diabetes Research Institute Foundation, 200 S. Park Rd., Suite holder of Treasury securities. in March.
The monthly gains in March and
The higher interest in U.S.
IN/. Hollywood. FL 33021.
Mrs. Lyles. 78, Murray, died Saturday. June 12. 2010, at 10 a.m. April came after six consecutive bonds has helped push interest
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was a hairdresser and a months when China was either rates lower. It's a welcome
reducing its U.S. holdings or development for the governmember of Union Grove Church of Christ.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Thomas F. Lyles. to keeping them constant. The ment, which faces the task of
whom she was married March 22, 1951. and who died July 16. stretch raised concerns that financing record federal budget
1992: one brother, Milford Mathis; and her parents. Kennedy and China might shift money away deficits. The federal deficit hit
an all-time high of $1.4 trillion
Artie Rowlett Mathis. She was born June II. 1932, in Stewart from Treasury securities.
The 1.9 percent rise in total last year. It is expected to remain
County, Tenn.
holdings of U.S. debt in April above $1 trillion this year and in
Survivors include one daughter. Winona Tucker and husband
followed an even bigger 3.5 per- 2011 as well.
Ricky. McKenzie. Tenn.; one son, Paul Lyles, Murray; one grandcent increase in March.
Japan, the No. 2 foreign holddaughter, Elizabeth Jackson and husband. Kevin. Puryear, Tenn.
The sizable gains are being er of Treasury securities, also
driven by tears that Greece and increased its holdings in April. It
Mrs. Margaret Lucille Jones
other European governments boosted them by S10.6 billion to
'ihe funeral for Mrs. Margaret Lucille Jones was Monday at I p
mi. at Briensburg Baptist Church. with Rev. C.C. Brasher and Rev.
Monty Hodges officiating. Burial was in the Briensburg Cemetery
with Collier Funeral Home of Benton in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Jones, 83. Benton, died Friday, June II, 2010 at Marshall
County Hospital. Benton. She was a homemaker and a member of
Briensburg Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Arlet Jones; her parWASHINGTON (AP) - objected. and hurried negotiaents. Wallace and Dewey Collie Chandler; one sister, Mildred Bowing to pressure
from the tions on a compromise resulted.
Chandler.
National Rifle Association,
Under a change negotiated
Survivors include one son. Kenneth (Kenny) Jones and wife. House
Democrats
agreed over the weekend. the NRA
Rena. one grandchild. Heather Castleberry and husband. Phillip. and Monday to exempt the powerful would be exempt
based on its
two great-grandchildren. Jackson and Elizabeth Castleberry. all of gun owners' lobby from key length in existence,
size of
Hardin.
portions of legislation imposing membership and other factors
new disclosure requirements on - a concession demanded by
Mrs. Dallie Mitchuson
campaign advertising and other the powerful lobby and sought
The funeral for Mrs. Dallie Mitchuson was Monday at I p.m. in political activity.
by Democratic allies in the
the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Burial was in the Matheny
The legislation is designed to House led by Rep. Heath Shuler,
Cemetery. Pallbearers were Aaron Lakia, Robert and Justin roll back a recent Supreme D-N.C. Other organizations
Mitchuson and Ben Jernigan. Online condolences may be made at Court ruling and generally meeting the same set of criteria
www.imes-millercom.
requires organizations to dis- would also be exempt, but offiMrs. Mitchuson. 89, Hardin, died Friday. June II. 2010, at close their top donors if they cials said late Monday they were
Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah. She was a retired employee of sponsor political television com- not immediately able to name
Fisher-Price and a member of Eastwood Baptist Church.
mercials or pay for mass mail- any.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Pershing Mitchuson; ings in the months leading to an
Democratic aides said the
two sons, Jerry Don and Gaylon Mitchuson; her parents. Robert and election.
leadership hoped the revised
Ode O'Bryan Lofton; two brothers, Reed and Thomas Lofton; five
Democratic attempts to bring legislation could be brought to a
sisters, Lou Rachael Lofton, Ines and Olene Cothran. Mae Higins the measure to the floor faltered vote before the end of the week.
last month when the NRA
and Mathil Turner.
Survivors include two sons, David Mitchuson and wife. Elaine.
Benton. and Patterson Mitchuson and wife, Laura, Aurora; one
daughter. Debris Lakia and husband, Erwin. Waukegon, Ohio; eight
grandchildren. Kelli Ann. Eric J. Justin and Robert Mitchuson.
Aaron and Kelsey Lakia, Kristin Ham and Rusty Burkeen; eight
great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
-Investments Since 1854
proms as of 9a ft;
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his garage in Calexico. about 30
miles east of the epicenter. "It
thumped really hard."
Fuentessaid his chandeliers
swayed at his home and metal
objects banged but nothing fell
off the shelves. Imperial County
suffered significant damage in
April's Easter Sunday quake.
"All the lamps. the liquor hottles and the TV hanging from
the ceiling shook, but nothing
dropped.- said Marina Garcia.
an employee at the Burgers and
Beer restaurant in El Centro,
about 30 miles east of Ocotillo.
The quake was felt as a gentle
rolling motion in the Los
Angeles area,
San Diego's Petco Park
swayed during the quake. causing a momentary pause at the
Toronto Blue Jays-San Diego
Padres game. The public address
announcer asked that everyone
remain calm. The crowd

cheered.
David 1-,,kvicin
Padres
had just grounded out in the hot'
tom of :he inning V4 hen the stadi UM began shaking 'he nest
hatter. Chase Headley.. stayed
out of the batter's box for a few
seconds, then stepped in.
San Diego County sheriff's
dispatch sapervisor Becky
Strahm said some of her colleagues reported things falling
off their shelves, hut there were
no immediate reports of signilicant damage or injury.
The quake followed a series of
temblors that struck Southern
California over the weekend.
including a pair of nfotierate
earthquakes that rattled a desert
area east of San Diego.
Residents in downtown San
Diego felt the ground rumbling
during at least one of the
Saturday quakes.

China, other countries, boost U.S. debt holdings
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on disclosure bill
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Norman D. Phillips
No service for Norman D. Phillips is planned at this time. Collier
Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.collierfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Phillips. 55. Hardin, died Friday, June II. 2010. at Marshall
County Hospital E.R.. Benton. He was a truck driver and member of
Teamasters Local Union #627. He was the son of the late Dean
Phillips and Annette North Newson.
Survivors include his fiancé, Sandy Thomas. Hardin, stepfather.
David Newson; two adopted daughters. Mary and Vanessa Westra.
Fergus Falls. Minn.; three sisters, Dolores Crisp and husband, Dale
Kemmitzer, Newbern, Tenn.. Rose Thompson. Packston. Ill., and
Charlotte Theil and husband, Cresson. Sparta. N.C.; one brother.
Jesse Muthart. Lake Station, Ind ; several nieces and nephews.
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Mrs. by V. Sauhamel
A private family service for Mrs. Joy V. Sauhamel will be held at
a later date with burial to follow at New Liberty Cemetery.
Buchanan. Tenn. Heritage Family Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmillercom.
Mrs. Sauhamel. 63, Hamlin. died Sunday. June 13, 2010. at her
home. She was a receptionist and administrator for Gaertner
Scientific and a member of St. Leo Catholic Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, James Louis Sauhamer
her father. Julio Villasenor. and a sister, Mary Ann Campagna. She
was born July 12, 1946. in Chicago, Ill. Survivors include her mother and stepfather. Eleanor and Leonard Lankford. Murray; one
brother. Julio Villasenor. Jr., Chicago. Ill.; three sisters. Jody
Lankford, Rosharon, Texas. and Vivian Villasenor and Helen
Arnold, Chicago. III.
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Murray City School
Alumni plans reunion
The Murray City School
Alumni Association will host
the 10th annual "All School
Reunion- on Saturday. July 3. at
the Murray High School building at 501 Doran Rd., Murray.
Alumni are asked to note the
change in place for this year.
Registration and a "Meet and
Greet- reception will start at 10
a.m. A short welcome program
will begin at 11:30 a.m. with the
singing of the school songs.
"Murray High School" and
"Fight 'Em Tigers." A catered
buffet luncheon will be prepared
by Murray State University
Food Service and will begin at
noon.
The association invites all

‘1111TaN

e-mail: jo.burkeenttmurrayledger.com

Life House Golf Tournament
scheduled Friday at Oaks
life House Care Center will hold its seeenth annual fundraising golf tournament on
Friday at the Oaks ('ountry. Club. according
to Stephanie Kelly, executive director. The
registration fee will be $200 for a four-person
team or $50 for a person. Registration will be
at 6 p.m. There will be a dinner at no extra
charge at 6:30 p.m. Tee time will he at 8 p.m.
or dusk. which ever comes first.
Before dinner there %ill be a putting and
chipping contest. Also the country club is
Jo's
golf carts for the teams to use. For
Datebook providing
more information contact Life House at 753By Jo Burkeen 0700 or e-mail lifehouse(92murray-Ky.net.
Community
Editor

alumni, teachers, past and present, friends and supporters of
the Murray Independent school
District to attend
Lifelong membership in the
association is available at $10
per person. Special classes to be
recognized are those of 1950.
1955 and 1960.
Reservations for the luncheon must be made by Friday.
June 25. Price of the luncheon
will be $9 per persons and
checks may be made to MHS
Alumni Association, 203 South
13th St., Murray, KY 42071.
attention Roy Weatherly. alumni
director. For more information.
call Weatherly at (270) 7591795.

Lodge hosting breakfast

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will
host a country breakfast on Saturday from 6 to 10 a.m. at the lodge
hall, located on Ky. Hwy. 464. east of Almo. "We will be serving
bacon, sausage. biscuits, grasy and eggs cooked to order, plus
drinks, jelly and butter," said Ronnie Burkeen. master of lodge. The
cost will be $6 for adults and kids under 8 years of age will eat free
The public is urged to attend.

BONNA
and Arts

Photo provided

Teddy bears donated to
Child Advocacy Center
Special to the Ledger
Beau Dodson and The
Shadow Angel Foundation have
donated hundreds of teddy bears
to the Purchase Area Sexual
Assault and Child Advocacy
Center since MM.
Dodson started his foundation in 2003 afer a tomade hit
his hometown in Southern
Illinois. They have been providing comfot to peope every since.
The foundation is a non-prof-

it charity funded mostly by
donations. To find out more abut
to
the
foundation,
go
www.shadowangelfoundation.o
rg.
The Purchase Area Sexual
Assault and child Advocacy
Center served over 600 new
clients in the late year. both childmeand aduls. to find out more
aoubt the cener fo to
www.pasacky.org.

Ragovin named to dean's list
MADISON. N.J. — Drew
University student Rachel
Drucilla Ragovin of Murray.
Ky.. has been named to the
dean's list for the Spring 2010
semester.
In order to qualify for the
dean's list, students must earn a
grade point average of 3.4 or
'above, which is equivalent to a
Ft+ or better.
Drew is a selective. independ-

ent, coeducational university
with a total enrollment of more
than 2,500 students in its
College of Liberal Arts,
Caspersen School of Graduate
Studies and Theological School.
Widely recognized for academic
excellence and its tight-knit.
diverse community. Drew is
routinely listed among the
nation's top colleges by. The
Princeton Review.

tIrAt,

SPECIAL EVENT: Pictured with Jim Nance, first vice president of the Murray Lions Club is Ron Aguiar, speaker at a
meeting of the Murray Lions Club. Aguiar is the primary representative for Hannigan Motorsports in Murray for Hannigan
Happenings set for Friday and Saturday. This includes a bike
snow on the court square and a series c,f events including a
Poker Run, Country Western Hoe Down, entertainment, food
contests, factory tours, seminars, door prizes at the
Woodmen of the World builoing. A grand prize will be a
Hannigan 210 "Europa II" bake trailer.

Mitchell will be
Disney Imagineer
Laura Mitchell has graduated
summa cum laude from the
University of Kentucky with a
bachelor of science degree in
mechanical engineering. She
has accepted a position as project manager with Walt Disney
lmagineering in Orlando. Fla.
A 2005 graduate of Murray.
High School. she was chosen as
Miss Spring of 2005 for the
annual promotion of the Murray
Ledger & Times. While attending UK. she served as president
of the Wakeboard Team.
Mitchell is the daughter of
John and Kathy Mitchell of
Murray.
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& Buffet

Endless Buffet, Salad Bar,
Desserts & Ice Cream.

Stroke/brain injury group to meet
The Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Center for Health and Wellness classroom. The program will be by
Dr. Monte Rommelman. physiatrist. on "Physiatry-Rehabilitation
Medicine. all you wanted to know and more." All interested persons are invited. For more information contact Cheryl Crouch at
762-1557.

Murray Middle School Boys Basketball Team will have a rebate
day at the Big Apple on Wednesday.

WOW Lodge 170 to meet
Kirksey Woodmen of World Lodge 170 will meet Thursday at 6
p.m. at the Kirksey Ball Park. located behind Kirksey United
Methodist Church. to show support for the lodge sponsored softball
team. Plans will bz made for the July 3rd events including the float
for the Freedom Fest parade. the watermelon bust at Fern Terrace,
and the flag retirement. All lodge members are urged to attend.

Ministry meeting Thursday
MURRAY
CALLOWAY COUNT
FAIR SCHEDULE

A new non denominational ministry to single young professionals will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at Christian Community Church.
For information visit the website httyp://yymurray.blogspotcom.

Mon., June 14 — Fair Queen Pageant

The Murray High School class of 1985 will have its 25-year
reunion on Friday and Saturday. July 23 and 24. An informal get
together will be Friday at 7 p.m. at The Big Apple . On Saturday the
formal reunion will be at 6 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club house.
For more information on how to register to attend contact Yvonne
Jones Vogt at (270) 7624)8(X) or e-mail at vogt950_thughes.net or
vvonne@.`e-controller.com.

MHS Class of 1985 plans reunion

Tues., June 15 — Needlinc Discount Night
& "Skeet- Myers Horseshow
Wed., June 16 — Needline Discount Night
& Battle of the Bands

Garland-Elkins reunion planned

Fri.. June 18 — Demo Derby
Sat.. June 19 — Motorcross

Sushi Bar & Mongolian Grill every night.'
759-1-o55 • ,Next to Lowe's
augustmoonmurra9.com

The Twin Lakes Region, Antique Automobile Club of America.
will hold its monthly dinner meeting at Majestic Steak House,
Draffenville. Thursday at 6 p.m. The club is open to anyone with an
interest in antique vehicles and visitors are always welcome. For
more information contact Howard Brandon at 753-4389 or Terry
Risigley at 753-1829.

Boys basketball plan rebate day

Wrntssion - St it per person • Gates open nighils at 6pnl
Visit mecfair.com for details

The Garland-Elkins reunion will be Saturday from I to 4 p.m. at
the od court house pavilion in the Murray-Calloway County Park.
This is the first pavilion one he left as entering the park.

Lady Tigers host practices
The Murray High School Lady Tiger Soccer Team is hosting
open field practices every Tuesday and Thursday from, 6-8 p.m.
during the month of June through June 24. Any female player in
grades 7-12 that thinks they may want to play soccer at the junior
sarsity or varsity high school level are encouraged to attend. For
more information contact Mickey McCuiston (630)-561-0203 or email wmccuiston(c),tcsponz.com.

Vb1.0

WVAV

Twin Lakes group to meet

The Calloway County High School Based Decision Makiog
Council will hold a special called meeting Wednesday at 8 a.m. in
the main office conference room.

Thurs.. June 17— Mini Outlaw Tractor Pull

Serving All Day - Everyday!

Murray/Calloway County Special Olympics will hold its family
event on Thursday at 6 p.m. Activities include fishing. lawn games,
a cook out and much more. Athletes will also be able to sign up to
participate in the upcoming golf season as well. New athletes are
welcome and encouraged to attend. For directions and more information contact Laura Miller at 293-9054.

CCHS Council will meet

Celebrate Father's Day
with us on Sunday, June 20th!
Voted Top IOU
Chinese
Restaurants in the
U.S. by Chinese
Restaurant
Magazine

Special Olympics event Thursday

sliot-s)
11/H rherr,
2-91-2914i318

Barham 1 arnptvell
270-293-71C4

Jimrp. Tale
2711-2274393

.lenr” .111t1..4,
270-227-7099

Carrying all types and
sizes of infant and
children's shoes!
L'Amore • Pedipeds • Baby Deer
Saltwater Sandals • Squeaky Street
Rain Boots • Elephantito

,

pg

Club Grew,
279-970-9 5.I

,
IPS•

-4010

Specializing in individual and group health care coverage.

Trumpette Socks
They look like
vkalliarn.
270-293-3467

1 1111, $99,900
r5 I I/11,S7141f1,01'

CAMPBELL
REALTY
Al/ra 1141S.
"1 .

\ 12th St • 759-8780
,ampheilrea It'.

shoes! Sizes 0-12 months

\IcNUTT INSURANCE, INC.

We also have
monogramabie
shoes!
209 %. 12th St.• Murrilt
753-7534
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BONNAROO PERFORMANCE: The Dave Matthews Band performs at the Bonnaroo Music
and Arts Festival on Sunday, June 13, in Manchester. Tenn

N.C. congressman apologizes
for his behavior on video
By MARTHA WAGGONER
Associated Press Writer
RALEIGH, NC'. tAPI — A
Democratic congressman apologized Monday after video posted online showed him swatting
at a video camera and demanding that two men taping him
with it identify themselves.
"I deeply and profoundly
regret my reaction an I apologize to all involved." Rep. Bob
Etheridge said in a statement.
"No matter how intrusive and
partisan our politics can
become, this does not justify a
poor response."
Etheridge. a congressman in
North Carolina since 1997, reit-

crated his apology at a hastily
called news conference Monday
afternoon.
"The truth is I had a long day,"
he said. "I've had bad days
many times. It's not a good
crutch to lean on and I won't use
that."
The video was poste6 Monday
on websites owned by Andrew
Breitbart. the conservative Web
entrepreneur who also released
video of workers for the community
organizing
group
ACORN counseling actors posing as a pimp and prostitute.
It shows two men approaching
Etheridge with a camera on a
Washington street. He swats at

Unidentified body found
on Lexington train tracks

the camera and repeatedly asks
the men who they are. When
they say they are students, he
grabs one by the wrist and
quickly by the back of the neck
before pulling him against his
side.
The video is interspersed with
several screens of text, including: "What happens when a US
congressman meets a college
kid on a street in Washington'!"
and a few frames later."He goes
BERSERK!"
In a telephone interview from
London. Breitbart declined to
name the students who recorded
the video, saying he wanted to
protect them.

Call today for a free personalized
boat insurance quote.

LEXINGTON. Ky.(A131 --Lexington police are investigating a body that was i found
along the railroad tracks.
WLEX-TV reports officers
were called to the scene at
around 12:30 a.m on Tuesday
after a conductor spotted the
body of a man on train yard
property.
Lexington police believe a
train hit the man and dragged
him about a quarter of a mile.
They did not find any identification on the man's body but
said he appeared to be in his
40's or 50's.
Fayette
The
County
Coroner's office is trying to
determine if the man was killed
when he was struck by the train
or if he was dead before the
train hit him.

poos

been used to considering all relinquish their "grandfathered"
kinds of changes to both status, along with 45 percent of
example, diabetes.
improve quality and control large company plans, according
— Increasing the proportion costs.'
to regulators' projections. Those
of insurance paid by workers,
For example, Wojcik said ifs plans will have to comply with a
for example from 20 percent of unclear whether a plan would range
of federal requirements on
the hospital hill to 25 percent.
lose its protected status by mak- benefits.
— Cutting back the share of ing a change such as requiring
The rule, effective immediatepremiums that the company counseling and dieting before ly. is "a key part of a
balanced
pays by more than 5 percent.
approval of weight-loss surgery. approach" that will "provide
— Significantly increasing And converting from traditional Americans who like their plans
annual deductibles or co-pay- health insurance to a policy with with stability," Sebelius said.
ments paid by workers. For a health savings account might
It won't be a free ride for
example. if an employer raises a lead to problems because the workers, said Wojcik. "Part of
$1,(XX) deductible by $500 over latter have significantly higher the bargain is that employers
the next two years.
deductibles.
will be facing higher costs," he
Workplace coverage is the
The administration's own said. "The percentage share of
mainstay of the nation's health analysis suggests it may not be the premiums will remain the
insurance system, and will easy for current plans to keep same, but costs are going to go
remain so under the new law. their special protected status. By up for both sides in terms of dolConsumer advocates said the 2013, two-thirds of small lars."
regulation gives employers the employer plans will have to
flexibility to make needed
changes. while protecting workers.
"if a plan changes in some sigMficant way, or if it increases
cost-sharing amounts, then that
IINO
results in a very different plan
— and it should not be grandfathered in," said Ron Pollack,
executive director of Families
USA. an advocacy group that
supports the overhaul law.
Aldridge-McCuiston Roofing
Employers are wary.
"It's a big unknown," said
Steve Wojcik, vice president of
the National Business Group on
Health, which represents human
resources managers at major
companies. "It definitely sets
boundaries where plzns have

Subscribe by'IIcalling 753-1916
T
LEDGER&TIMES

Residential &
Commercial roofs.

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS

We are fully insured and licensed.

• What the statesman is most anxious
to produce is a certain moral character
in his fellow citizens,
namely a disposition
to virtue and the performance of virtuous
actions.
— Aristotle

Certified Master Shingle Applicators!

Low pitch roof & Rubber roofing.
• All roof related repair work.
• Exterior wall waterproofing.
• Problem area specialist!

•

We install insulation!

270-293-1924
THE MURRAY ROTARY CLUB
Soft Spikes Required
Date & Tinge

COMPLETE COVERAGE FOR:
John Boats to Jet Skis
Bass Boats to Yachts

Fnday.July 2, 2010
I 00 PM 'Shotgun Start
Rain Date Friday, July 9.2010

WILLIS

2010
Max Hurt Memorial
Golf Tournament

Intention
Murray Country Club
Murray Kentucky

Call Brian at 270.753-3485
or
E-mail brianOwillisinsurance.com

Entry Format
INSURANCE

201 N 5th St • Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 753-8485

Two-person scramble
108 players

%In anis
Prizes w.11 be awarded to the 1st. 5th. 10th. 15th and last place winners
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"I love the outdoor
walking path and
all the very nice
employees."
4-1
C4'•

—Juanita
Lloyd

First Place. $100 Pro Shop Gift Cert
Longest Drive on #14
Within 20' of pin on #2 and #11
Closest-to-Pin on #7

15th. Last Place - $50 Pro Shop Gift Cert.
5th. 10th,re
Prize!
Prize'

on #ir

Hole-in-One

on #7
Prize!
on #2
Prize!
on #I1
Prize!
Door Prizes will be drawn at the close of the tournament.

Sp(Dwubrships
B. SO p--;,des the sponsor with a sign and two player passes.

ern
▪

raceof Murray 1.I.(

ego*

753-7109
Stadium View Dr.,

wwvv.fernterrace.com

04/15/ SP(C/NS
coverage.

:E, INC.

IuJ an

Entry Ere
$100 per team of two players payable in advance (by June 211
Includes cart and green fees
This will be the only means of recording players and fees paid

Mitchell T. Ryan
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Return completed entry form with check by June 21.2010
Rotary Golf Tournament
to
PO Box 411
Murray, Kentucky 4207l

SUNDAY "Iii t -

3.00 Off Any Large Pizza
Kid's Under 10 Eat FREE w/Adult Purchase

MONDAY NIGHT WINGS - 29c Buffalo Wings
:VA RGARITA TUESDAY - 10" Pizza (1 Topping)
cm

Both players must be registered by June 21.2010

S4.99 Ti! 5 pm/$5.99 tter 5 pm

WEDNESDAY HUMP DAY- Any Burger w/Fries
til 5 ptruS5 99 after 5 pm

THURSDAY THURS-TINIS - Chicken Tenders
(50e more for Buffalo Tenders!) $4.99 til 5 prn/$5.99 ort,

- BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND - CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE PIZZA -

SHOPPES OF MURRAY •(270) 762-0022

ENTRY FORM
04:0
_so

Murray Country Club
July 2, 2010

Player sal

Phone

Player #2
We have been sponsored by

Phone
__

Entry fee of $i00,tearn or $150 for sponsorteam must be enclosed.
Detach completed entry form,enclose check for $100 and mail to
Rotary Golf Tournament
PO Box 411
Murray. Kentucky 42071

All entries must be recerred by June 21. 2010

2010
lax Hum Memorial

(11)111ourammt

Murray Le
8 X • I uesday. Junc 15, 2010
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PREP BASKETBALL

Mid-America continues to expand scope

This Weekend
Mid-America
Summer Hoops Classic

k•im ‘i st MAIER HOOPS CLASSIC FFI I RES MR. BASKETBALL CANDIDATE, MSU RECIU. I I
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Wnter
Each y eat. Dan Hudson wonders how
he can make the Mid-America Summer
Hoops Classic bigger and better than
before.
So far, the chief organizer of the hotweather basketball institution at the
Regional Special Es cuts Center hasn't disappointed.
A year after debuting a girls division.
Hudson introduces middle school play this
year, offering fans the opportunity to see
both the present and the future of prep basketball oyer a five-state region.
The Mid-Amenca will also offer an
expanded girls division while showcasing

defending region champion %Litlads from
the First. Second and Third Regions on the
boys side.
"The demand keeps growing. and I
think it has a lot to do with the facility."
says Hudson, who serced as head coach at
Murray from 1998 to 2004. 'There isn't a
place around here like the RSEC. Coaches
love tieing able to hose all their kids in one
place. They can watch games. scout other
teams. They love it."
This year's tournament begins Friday
morning and runs through Sunday. when
the high school tournaments conclude and
a champion is crowned.
In the middle school division, preliminary play will he held Friday with the tour-

nament on Saturday.
The boys high school division features
teams from five different states(Kentucky.
Illinois. Missouri. Tennessee and
Arkansas) and figures to be headlined by
defending Second Region champion
Christian County, who Hudson calls the
favorite.
The Mid-Amenca served to be an accurate foreshadowing of winter success last
year --- the Colonels won the tournament,
then advanced all the way to the state's
Elite Eight in March.
Murray State fans will be interested in
watching Christian County fOr a different
reason. however — rising senior point
guard Anthony Hickey is a coveted Racer

prospect.
Hickey. a 5-foot-10. 162-pound Mr.
Basketball candidate, holds offers from
Murray State, Oklahoma State. Westeni
Kentucky and Lipscomb.
In addition to scouting potential future
Racers, local basketball fans can get an
eyeful of homegrown talent as well.
Calloway County's boys will field varsity. junior varsity and freshman teams
while Mumay's boys will compete in the
JV and varsity divisions.
Both the Lady Tigers and lady Lakers
will field varsity and JV squads.
In the middle school division. nine local
squads will compete.
See HOOPS,9A

When: Enda+, Sunday
Where: ;Regional Special Events
Center
Admission. SS lkids $31

F uacn L., Lan's*
Heath, Lor
Oak. Christian Co . Hopkinsviile
South Oldham, North Oldham.
Muhlenberg Co Martha Layne
Collins, Edwardsville (III Massa:
(III). Vienna (It I. Century Oil I
Carbondale (III ). Egyptian (III )
Lebanon (III I. Cairo (III I Charleston
(Mo ), Kirkwood IMO ), Mehiv,lie Mo
Cave City (Ark 1, Obson Co Central
(Tenn I. Henry Co (Tenn I. Bradford
(Tenn) Gibson Co (Tenn )
Girls division: Murray. lAarshaii co
Graves Co Calloway Co . Paducah
Tilghman Chnstian Co . Heath.
Carlisle Co Livingston Central, Martin
Weftview (Tenn Gibson Co (Tenn
University Heights Ballard Memorial.
Lone Oak

MOROI CEIBRI:D B ‘SI:11

Elliott's
efforts don't
go unnoticed
MSU FRESH\IAN NAMED TO
ALL-AMERICA THIRD TEAM
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State shortstop Brandon Elliott put together
one of the best freshman campaigns in Thoroughbred history and the efforts did not go unnoticed as the Plymouth.
Ind., native was named to the 2010 Ping !Baseball
Freshman All-America Third Team.
Elliott made h!‘ first start of the season in the team's
enth game, and ended the season by
:ruing 43 of the last 44 games of the
on. He finished the campaign by hit.347 with 13 doubles, five triples.
. home run, 25 RBIs and 41 runs
t.ed. His five triples set a new freshrecord. and were just one shy of
•tg the all-time single-season mark at
• i:fo.
He hit safely M all five games played
in the Ohio \alley1 onterence Tournament. going 9-for-24
(.375) with a double. two triples, a home run and five
RBIs. In the finale against Tennessee Tech, Elliott started
his day delivering a one-out triple in his first at-bat, and
followed it up with his first collegiate home run, a threerun shot to left field at Pringles Park.
Elliott hit safely in 36 of the 44 games in which he had
a plate appearance. including 14 multi-hit games. He put
together nine three-hit games. including collecting a trio of
hits in all three games of the weekend sweep against MidContinent.
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B: CARDINALS 9, MARINERS 3

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Albert Pujols has a souvenir from
the St. Louis Cardinals' latest victory: a good-sized welt on
the left side of his neck.
The three-time NL MVP took one off the noggin on a
perfect day at the plate. stand-in cleanup hitter Ryan
Ludwick homered and the Cardinals beat the Seattle
Manners 9-3 on Monday night behind a reworked batting
order.
"You could have written that group any way you wanted to and we would have had some runs." manager Tony La
Russa said.
Pujols singled three times and walked twice as the
Cardinals bounced back after totaling 19 runs during a I -5
West Coast swing that dropped them out of the NL Central
lead. Plus, he stayed in the game after a throw to the plate
struck him near the left ear flap in the fifth.
"Took it like a champ." Ludwick said in admiration.
Although Pujols' ear flap absorbed some of the impact,
La Russo said the team was worried initially.
"We kept asking. 'Are you dizzy, do you have a
headache or anything? And he said 'No. no, no.— La Russo
said. "He's a tough guy. he's proven that over and oy er
again."
Pujols said simply: "I'm all right."
Ludwick finished with four RBIs and Adam Wainwright
(9-4) pitched into the eighth after a shaky start. Matt
Holliday also was a success batting second for the first time
in his career, getting two hits and sconng twice.
"Listen. bro, he's the bead of this organization and he
the one that drives the ship," Pujols said of La Russa's batting order. "As a player. I'm happy just to be in the lineup
It doesn't matter where he puts us, you've got to perform
"‘Ae know that we have to get it going."
The Mariners have lost six of seven, fizzling after lc hi lo

The 141
Summe
players
Caitlyn
Toni Fe
David F.

ELISE AMENDOLA / AP
Photo lilustration by MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

United States' Clint Dempsey. center, celebrates after scoring during the World Cup group C soccer match between
England and the United States at Royal Bafokeng Stadium in Rustenburg. South Africa on Saturday.

DEMPSEY BECOMING PROLIFIC AMERICAN GOAL-SCORER
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
PRETORIA. South Africa
( AP) — Clint Dempsey wasn't
even sure his goal counted in the
U.S.-England opener at the
World Cup.
His 25-yard drive bounced
twice and into the arms of goalkeeper Robert Green, then
squirted out in soccer's version
of hot potato.
-I didn't know exactly that it
went all the way to net or not,
but I just wanted to see what the
linesman was doing," Dempsey
said. "I saw the linesman running back with his flag. so I
knew that they counted the goal
and I just went and celebrated
with the whole team on the
bench"
Dempsey
goal tied the

score Saturday and gave the
I ;oiled States a 1- I draw; now
it's on to Friday's game with
Group C leader Slovenia, which
opened with a 1-0 win over
Algeria.
A victory would push the
United States toward the knockout phase for the first time since
2002 and help erase the lingering memories of the 2-1 loss to
Ghana that eliminated the
Americans four years ago.
The 27-year-old midfielder
from Nacogdoches, Texas. is
becoming one of the most
accomplished goalscorers in
American
soccer
history.
Having also scored against
Ghana in 2006. he joined Brian
McBride (1998 and 2002) as the
only U.S. players with goals in
multiple World Cups.

His out-of-nowhere 20-yard
chip against Juventus in March,
which put Fulham in the Europa
League quarterfinals. is the
most inventive big-goal score
by an American in Europe, one
that became instantly famous at
Craven Cottage and caused the
club to sell commemorative Tshirts.
This is not your average
American trying (0 make it in
the world's game.
"He is still a player with
some flair. some attacking ability, some creativity, a guy with a
great competitive edge and
somebody that has a nose to get
goals and an aggressiveness in
the box to score, and score different kinds of goals." U.S.
coach Bob Bradley said.
Known as "Deuce" for the

This Week
World Cup
Monday
Netherlands 2 Denmarl.
Japan 1, Cameroon 0
Italy 1, Paraguay I
Today
New Zealand vs Slovakia 6 30
9am
am
Ivory Coast vs Portugal
Brazil vs North Korea
1 30 p in
Wednesday
Honduras vs Chile
6 30 a m
Spain vs Switzerland
9a m
South Africa vs Uruguay
1 30 pm
Thursday
Argentina vs South Korea 6 30 am
Greece vs Nigeria
9a m
Franc,
:
- vs Mexico
1 30 p m
All games televised on the ESPN family of networks

rap recording he once cut.
Dempsey developed his early
soccer skills playing with
Mexican immigrants. He played
See CUP,9A
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SPOrtSBTIek
II Galloway County will host
the Laker boys basketball camp
at the high school gym
Wednesday June 16 through
Friday. June 18 Campers entering grades 1-4 (fall 20101 will
attend from 8.30-11 am. daily.
while players entenng grades 5-8
will be in session from noon-2:30
p.m each afternoon Cost of the
camp is $40 per student with discounts for families with multiple
campers_ Registration will begin
one hour pnor to each session on
Wednesday. June 16 For more
information. contact coach Lane
at
762-7374
e-mail
or
terry lane calloway,kyschoo(s.u
S,

.ayledger.com

Weekend
1 -America
Hoops Classic

Murray, Calloway Co .
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ttan Co.. Heath.
ringston Central. Mello
), Gibson Co iTenn
his Ballard Memorial,

• Murray Middle School is
hosting a Global Shot Doctor
Shooting Clinic at Murray High
School on Thursday. June 17.
The clinic will run from 9 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 4 p.m. This shooting clinic is open to boys and
girls, ages 8-18. For further information and a shooting application
contact Jim Baurer at 752-0229
or lim.baurer@murraystate.edu.
The 14U Kentucky Reign team came away with first place in the 2010 Kentucky
Summer Brawl softball tournament in Draffenville the weekend of June 5-6. The
players are, front tow from left: Ashlyn Stalls, Kelsey Douglas. Karlee Humphrey,
Caitlyn York, Jessie Lamb. Top row: Gracsiti McBride. Liz Grogan, Lexie Harper,
Toni Fehrenbauher. Not pictured is Rachel Todd. Coaches are, top row, from left:
David Humnhrey, Rick Grogan, Joe York, and Dannette Humphrey.

PREP BASKETBALL

Marshall hires junior
college assistant
SULLIVAN REPLACES HOWARD BETH,
TAKES REINS OF PROGRAM THIS WEEK
Staff Report
Marshall C'ounty stepped not
only outside of high school basketball but outside of girls basketball when it hired new head
coach Joseph Simmons on
Monday.
Simmons, a former assistant
with the men's program at
Wallace State (Ala.I Community
College, will replace longtime
Marshall head coach Howard

Beth. who resigned in April after
30 years at the helm.
Marshall County made the
announcement in a press conference Monday afternoon in
Draffenville.
Simmons brings six years of
experience to the table, including tour at Wallace State, where
the program has been nationally-ranked, and two years as head
boys coach at East Poinsett

'fmaim *.t

•Cardinals
From Page 8A
Suzuki hit the second pitch of the
game for his 31st career leadoff
homer - tying
Chuck
Knoblauch for 10th place.
Suzuki also doubled in the eighth
for his major league-leading 31st
multihit game.
Suzuki was the first left-handed hitter to homer off
Wainwright this season.
"I've heard he could win the
home run derby if he wanted to."
Wainwright said. "Everybody
knows he has power. especially
on the pitch I threw him."
Luke French (0-0 replaced
struggling Ian Snell in Seattle's
rotation and allowed four runs in

(Ark.), where he posted a 26-31
record.
His wife is a native of
Marshall County.
According to reports in the
Paducah Sun, Simmons will
conduct practices with the team
this week before coaching them
in the Mid-America Summer
Hoops Classic at the Regional
Special Events Center this
weekend.
Marshall County went 17-10
this past season and missed the
First Region tournament for
only the second time in Beth's
30-year tenure.

four innings.
"I wanted to go deeper and
the first couple of innings were
pretty rough," French said. "The
last two innings.1 felt like! made
the adjustment. made better
pitches. got more ground balls.
but I was definitely frustrated
with the number of quality
strikes."
Colby Rasmus homered in a
four-run fifth off Snell, one of the
runs scoring when Pujols broke
for the plate on David Freese's
chopper to third and was struck
by Jose Lopez's errant throw.
Pujols was helped off the field
by teammate Yadicr Molina after
receiving treatment from a train-

Cr, but just moments later was
chatting with teammates in the
dugout.
The Manners had two run, ,t
three hits in the first ag
Wainwright, and no runs and ‘)11,
hit over the next six innings. It
was Wainwright's 21st consecutive home start with three cr
fewer runs on his line. the
longest streak in major league
history. according to research
the Elias Sports Bureau.
"You like the way the game
started.- Mariners manager Don
Wakamatsu said. "To give a gib,
like Wainwright a lead right
back, it took a lot of momentum
away."

• The Murray Calloway
County Soccer Association will
host the Melvin Belong Bethel
University Soccer Camps on
June 21-25 at Bee Creek Soccer
Complex. The camp will be held
from 9 a.m to noon and is for
ages 4-18. For more information
contact coach Melvin Belong at
r 731)
445-7659
or
at
belongm @ bethelu.edu.
• The Murray Calloway
County Soccer Association is
teaming up with Challenger
Sports to host the weeklong
British Soccer Camp July 5-9 at
Bee Creek Soccer Complex.
Each child will be coached by a
member of Challenger's Bntish
coaching staff flown to the U.S.A.
exclusively to work on these programs. For more information, visit
www challengersports.com or
contact Daniel Miller at 866-2554229.
• The Murray High School
Lady Tiger soccer learn will be
hosting open field practices every
Tuesday and Thursday from 6-8
p.m. durng the month of June
through June 24. Any female
player in grades 7-12 who thinks
she may want to play soccer at
the junior varsity or varsity high
school level are encouraged to
attend. Summer preseason offitfally begins July 15.• Contact
Mickey McCuiston at (630) 561or
0203
at
e-marl
wmccuiston@tcsportz.com for
more information.
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they'd be here, so that's why we
decided to do it. There's a market
for it - middle school teams are
always looking for more to do in
the summer.The Mid-America began in
2002, and until last year. had
always been played in July.
Hudson decided to move the tournament to June in 2(X1), one year
in advance of KHSAA legislation
that prohibits basketball teams
from traveling during the month
of July.
He thanked Murray State basketball coaches Billy Kennedy
and Steve Prohm for their willingness to surrender the RSEC to

the tournament for a weekend in
June.
"Coach Kennedy understands
the importance of hosting the
tournament in June, and he's been
very cooperative,- Hudson said
"It's great of them to work with
us and allow us to come in here
and have these dates."
The schedule for the classiL
will be finalized WednesdaN
night, Hudson says.
Play will begin at 9 a.m. and
last until II p.m. Friday and
Saturday and will begin at 10 a.m
Sunday with a single-elimination
tournament beginning around
noon.

CASTLEMAN TIRE
6 REPAIR, INC.
1380 State Rt. 121 So., Mayfield • 247-5866
Monday • Friday • 7:00 a.m.•5:00 p.m.

oi.01 t (I Bi

The Insurance Center of NIurra
Business•Hume•On • Health •Life
. !•IMur more than one.company agency."
I BOO Johnson Bled.•270-753-8355
-

'David King

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League
At A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct C.9
New York
40 23 635
Tampa Bay
40 23 635
Boston
4
37 28 569
Toronto
35 30 538
6
Balimore
1 7 47 26623 1 2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Minnesota
-36 2757'
Detroit
33 29 532 2 1 2
Chicago
28 34 452 7 1.2
Kansas City
27 37 422 9 1-2
Cleveland
25 3740310 1-2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Texan
35 28 556
Los Angeles
1
36 31 537
Oakland
32 33 492
4
Seattle
24 403751t 1.2

Monday's Games
St LOiliS 9 Seattle 3
Milwaukee 12 L A Angeis 2
Toronto 6 San Diego 3
San Francisco 10 Baltimore?
Tuesday's Games
Chicago While Sox (F Garcia 6-3) at
Pittsburgh (B Lincoln 0-0) 6 05 p m
N Y Mets IJ Santana 4-3) at Cleveland
(Masterson 2-5). 6 05 p m
Philadelphia 11-ialladay 8-4) at N Y
Yankees (Sabathia 6-3) 605 pm
Washington ILannan 2-3) at Detroit
iScherzei 2-61 605 p m
Arizona II Kennedy 3-31 at Boston
(Buchholz 8-4) 6 10 p m
Tampa Bay (Price 9-21 at Atlanta
(Kawakami 0-81 6 10 p m
Texas IC Wilson 5-31 at Florida
iJo Johnson 7-21 6 10 p m
Oakland (Cahill 5-21 at Chicago Cubs
t Zambrano 2-4). 7 05 p m
Colorado (Cook 2-3) at Minnesota
(Pavan° 6-61. 7 10 p m
Houston I F Paulmo 1-71 at Kansas City
I Davies 4-5). 7 10 p m
Seattle (Rowland-Smith 0-51 at St
Louis (Suppan 0-2). 7 15 p or
Milwaukee IBush 1-5) at L A Angels
1E Santana 6-41. 905 p or
Toronto (Cecil 7-21 at San Diego I Latos
6-4). 905 pm
Baltimore (Ameta 1-01 at San Francisco
(J Martinez 0-01 9 15 p m

National LeagLie
At A Glance
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
37 27 578
New York
35 28 556 1 1.2
Phtiadelphia
32 29 525 3 1,2
Florida
31 32 492 5 1-2
Aiasninglon
31 33 484
6
Central Division
W
L Pct G8
Cincinnati
36 28 563
Si Lours
1
35 29 547
Chicago
28 35 444 7 1,2
Milwaukee
27 37 422
9
Houston
11
25 39 391
Pdtsburgh
23 40 36512 1-2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Sar Diego
37 27 578
Lo1, Angeles
36 27 571
12
San Francisco
112
36 27 571
Colorado
33 30 524 31'?
Anzona
26 38 406
11

Monday's Games
St Louis 9 Seattle 3
Milwaukee 12 L.A Angels 2
Toronto 6 San Diego 3
San Francisco 10. Baltimore 2
Tuesday's Games
Chicago White Sox IF Garcia 6-3) at
Pittsburgh (B Lincoln 0-01 605 p m
N Y Mets (J Santana 4-31 at Cleveland
(Masterson 2-5). 605 p m
Philadelphia (Hattaday 8-4) at N
Yankees ISabathia 6-31. 6 05 p m
Washington ILannan 2-3) at Detroit
(SCherzer 2-6), 6.05 p or
Arizona (I Kennedy 3-31 at Boston
(Buchholz 8-4). 6 10 p or
LA DoLigers (Kuroda 5-41 at Cincinnati
(Harang 5-5). 6 10 p m.
Tampa Bay (Price 9-2) at Atlanta
(Kawakami 0-81. 6 10 p or
Texas IC Wilson 5-3) at Florida
(Jo Johnson 7-2). 6 10 p m
Oakland (Cahill 5-21 at Chicago Cubs
(Zambian° 2-41, 7-05 p or
Colorado (Cook 2-3) at Minnesota
(Pavan° 6-6) 710 p m
Houston (FPaulino 1-71 at Kansas Crry
(Davies 4-5). 7'10 p m
Seattle (Rowland-Smith 0-5) at St
Louis iSuppen 0-2). 7 15 P
Milwaukee (Bush 1-51 at LA Angels
IC Santana 64). 905 p m
TorOn10 (Cecil 7.21 at San Diego (Latos
6-41 9 05 pm
Baltimore lArneta 1-0) at San Francisco
iJ Martinez 0-01, 9 15 p m

•Cup
From Page 8A
League Soccer's New England
from
club soccer in Dallas, attracted Revolution
2004-6.
-attention and went to Furman, Fulham acquired him for a $4
where he played alongside cur- million transfer fee. He scored
rent national team nUdfielder six goals in his first full season
with the Cottagers. eight in
Ricardo Clark.
After playing for Major 2008-9 and nine last season.

Small Business &
Entrepreneurial
onnections Expo
Thursday, June 17, 2010
Graves Co. High School
Performing Arts Center
Featured Seminars...
* Business Planning
* Marketing
* Finances
* Grants and Loans

•Hoops
From Page 8A
Western Kentucky connections are also coming in from the
outside in the form of two former
Carlisle County standouts Curtis Turley at newly formed
Martha Layne Collins and David
Henley at North Oldham - who
will bring their teams west from
the Louisville area.
In the boys division, Christian
County's challengers include
First Region champion Paducah
Tilghman. Third Region champion Muhlenberg County, Illinois
powers Massac County and
Carbondale, Charleston (Mo.)
and Henry County (Tenn.).
On the girls side, much of the
local interest will swirl around
First Region power Marshall
County, which will make its first
appearance under freshly-hired
head coach Joseph Simmons.
The girls division has nearly
doubled in size from its inaugural
year in 2009 and will host defending region champion and runnerup Murray and Calloway County
as well as a stock of battle-tested
squads from west Tennessee.
Gibson County is the two-time
defending state champion in
Tennessee's Class AA while
Martin Westview advanced to the
AA setnitinals last year.
Hudson decided to add a middle school division after he
received a record response for his
middle-school only tournament
he hosted in May.
"We had so many teams. we
didn't have room for them all.- he
said. "Several people said if we
did something in the summer.

/13041 FrAf2

ii

"HOW ENTREPRENEURS
MOVE THE NEEDLE"
Dr. Larry Cox,
Keynote Speaker
Entrepreneurship educator and researcher, Dr. Larry
Cox, explains why local entrepreneurs are critical to
economic development and illustrates how the best
entrepreneurs systematically generate game-changing
businesses.

EXCLUSIVELY FOR NEW
TECHNOLOGY BASED BUSINESSES g
File your company with the State of Kentucky and get a
websile URL for one low fee.

For more information and to register:

'MICHELIN 'GOODYEAR 'DAYTON
'FIRESTONE •KUMHO

1

ilE-A ;1 (711

•Alignment
•Brakes
'Shocks
'Struts

'Transmission Flush
'Coolant Flush
•Belts, Hoses
'Used Tires

1-270-247-7171

or wvvw.purchaseadd.org
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Afghans: U.S. finds mineral
riches in Afghanistan
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By RAHIM FAIEZ
Associated Press Writer
KABUL. AtehanistaniAP)
t S i:cologists have discovered
ast
mineral
wealth
in
Afghanistan. possibly. amounting to $1 trillion. President
Fiamid Karzai's spokesman said
Monday.
Waheed Omar told reporters
the findings were made by the
11.S. Geological Survey under
contract to the Afghan goveniment.
"The result of the survey ...
has shown that Afghanistan has
mineral resources worth $1 trillion." Omar said. "This is not an
overall survey of all minerals in
Afghanistan. Whatever has been
found in this survey is worth SI
trillion.'
Omar refused to provide
details, referring reporters to the
Ministry of Mines. An official at
the ministry refused to discuss
the survey. saying details would
be released at a news conference later this week.
A 2007 report by the USGS
said most of the data on
Afghanistan's mineral resources
was produced between the early
1950s and 1985 but much was
hidden and protected by Afghan
scientists -during the intermittent conflict over the next two
decades."
The New York Times reported
the $1 trillion figure in
Monday's edition and quoted
senior American officials as
say ins
untapped
mineral
deposits in Afghanistan are far
beyond any previously known
reserves and were enough to
fundamentally alter the Afghan
economy and perhaps the
Afghan war itself.
Americans discovered nearly
SI trillion in untapped mineral
deposits in Afghanistan, including iron, copper, cobalt, gold
and critical industrial metals
like lithium, according to the
report The Times quoted a
Pentagon memo as saying
Afghanistan could become the
"Saudi Arabia of lithium." a key
raw material in the manufacture

of batteries for laptops and cell
phones.
"There is stunning potential
here,- the newspaper quoted
Gen. David H. Petraeus. commander of the United States
Central Command as saying.
-There are a lot of ifs. of course,
hut I think potentially it is hugely significant.Geologists have known for
decades that Afghanistan contained substantial
mineral
resources, including copper.
gold and cobalt. But ths
resources have never been fully
exploited because of decades of
armed conflict and poor infrastructure. The Times said huge
lithium deposits were found in
Ghazni province — much of
which is effectively under
Taliban control.
During a visit last month to
Washington. Kuria' said his
nation's untapped
mineral
deposits could he even higher
— perhaps as much as $3 trillion.
The mineral resources are a
"massive opportunity,- Karzai
said at a May. 13 event with
Secretary of State Hillary
Rodhain Clinton held at the
U.S. Institute of Peace.
The report in the Times said
the USGS began aerial surveys
of
Afghanistan's
mineral
resources in 2006, using data
that had been collected by
Soviet mining experts during
the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan in the 1980s.
Promising results led to a more
sophisticated study the next
year.
Then last year, a Pentagon
task force that had created business development programs in
Iraq arrived in Afghanistan and
closely analyzed the geologists'
findings. U.S. mining experts
%sere brought in to validate the
survey's conclusions, and top
U.S. and Afghan officials were
briefed.
"I think it's very, very big
news for the people of
Afghanistan and that we hope
will bring the Afghan people

Ore. boy's disappearance
now called criminal case
. itt(s-1,91141 '

PORTLAND, Ore. tAPi —
len days after a 7-year-old
Portland boy disappeared.
Multnomah County Sheriff Dan
Stilton fought back tears while
announcing the search has been
reclassified as a criminal investigation.
Until now. Kyron Norman has
been considered a "missing
endangered child," a designation that spans a range of possibilities, including that a minor
is danger after getting lost.
Staton announced the reclassification -- along with a
$25.000 reward for information

together for a cause that will
benefit everyone." Kauai',
spokesman, Omar, said. -This
an economic interest Fiat will
benefit all Afghans and
benefit Afghanistan in the
run.So far, the biggest mineral
deposits discovered are of iron
and copper, hut finds include
large deposits of niobium, a soft
metal used in producing superconducting steel, as well as rare
earth elements and large gold
deposits in Pashtun areas of
southern Afghanistan, the report
said. Many of those areas are
too dangerous because of
Taliban activity.
C'harles Kernot, a mining analyst with Evolution Securities
Ltd. in London, said it typically
takes three to five years to get a
lithium mining operation up and
running. Factors include how
close the deposit is to power
sources and other infrastructure
and the size of the deposit.
And large lithium deposits
may not mean an automatic
windfall — given competition
and the uncertainty of the market.
"Bolisia wants to expand its
lithium min:ng operations dramatically over the next few
years so there is a risk of oversupply if demand from electric
cars does not meet expectations," Kemot said.

AP Photo/MuSadeq Saae

A view showing part of Kabul Afghanistan, during sunset at the close of the day, Monday

Flash flooding strands motorists in Oklahoma City
By SEAN NIL RPM
Associated Press Writer
OKLAHOMA CITY 1AP)
— Flash flooding across
Oklahoma City stranded
motorists on their morning
commutes Monday. prompting
at least a half-dozen rescues
and at least three interstate closures. authorities said.
No injuries were immediately reported but drivers were
being warned to stay home.
Oklahoma Police Lt. Gamille
Hardin said. Portions of interstates 35. 44 and 235 all were
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Results

and Fashion Eye Wear
r over.25 years!

Place Your
Ad With Us

COURTNWY & JARVIS
VISION CENTER

Call 753-1916

1208 Johnson Blvd.•759-34111

Why I Advertise...
In over 25 years in business. I have
found that advertising in the
Murray Ledger & Times is the most
effective means ofreaching our customers and potential customers.
Newspaper advertising allows us
to promote our Auto, Home. Farm.
Life and Health insurance throughout Murray and Calloway County.
We now serve over 4,000 local
families and are a company leader
in long term care insurance.
Delivering a consistent, effective
message through our ads in the
Ledger & Times has been a crucial
part of building our business.
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- Bob Cornelison. Master Agent
Calloway County Farm Bureau
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Lakeland ChemDry
1-270-759-1569 • 1-270-227-4601
1-800-273-5184
Visit our website at www.chem-dry.netnakeland.ky

a tew spots had receit ed 9
inches of rain in a matter of
hours Monday morning.
Lightning knocked out electricity to some areas.
"Downtown is flooded.
Oklahoma City spokeswoman
Kristy Yager said. -We have a
few traffic lights that are out
causing problems. Stalled vehicles are causing problems.
Crews are in the same situation
that our travelers are in. They
are stuck in this traffic as
well.-

roviding Famiiir Eye Care

that leads to Kyron — at a
crowded news conference
Sunday. But he offered no
explanation for the change.
"I The investigation) is not
going to stop." Staton said. "I
will address those types of
issues once we've located
Kyron."
It's not the only detail about
Kyron's disappearance that
remains a mystery, as school
officials and law enforcement
try to keep a clamp on information they say could compromise
the investigation.

Chemr,jry

closed, as were IlUIllerous
smaller roads in and out of the
metro area.
"There are cars where you
can see just the rooftops.
the re totally submerged in
water.- Hardin said. Footage
trom KOCO-TV showed a person hailing water out of the
passenger-side window of a
half-submerged car as crews
prepared a boat rescue.
.Any where front 1 to 3 inches of rain an hour were falling
on parts of the city, and the
National Weather Service said

at
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertoc Any error should be reported rmmediately so corrections can
be made
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

010
Legal
Notice

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray will receive sealed bids for the
below listed services Sealed bids are to be delivered to the City Clerk's Office 104 North 5th
Street, Murray KY 42071 by 200 pm local time on
Monday. June 22.2010 Ail bids shall be for the
period of July 1, 2010 through June 10. 2011
Specifications for the listed services are available at
City Hall City Clerk's Office between the hours or
8-00 a m and 5.00 pm Please clearly mark
"Sealed Bid' and the aervireis on the °clued,. of the
envelope The City of Murray reserves the nght to
waive infOrmalities and to reject any and all bids
Sena es
City Hall Janstonal Services
Fire Department Administrative ions- Janitorial
Services
Police Department Detailing Which- Services
Facility General Construction/Maintenance SerVICes
Public Works Department Welding Services
CITY OF MURRAY
OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE AND WELLNESS
SERVICE),
INVITATION TO BID
The ('its' of Murray will receive sealed bids for owl,
pational medicine and wellne. aervicen for the period of iluly 1, 2010 through June :10,2012 with an
option for biannual extensions
Bids are to be sealed and marked "Bid-Occupational
Medicine and Wellnese Services anti delivered to
the City Clerk'ii office, 104 North 5th Street,
Murray KY 42071 by 2:00 PM local time on
Monday, June 22, 2010, where they will be opened
and read aloud Specifications are available at the
City Clerk's office beiween the hours of WOO AM
and 5.00 PM
The Mayor and City Council reserves the right to
reject any or all bids or to accept such bid as they
deem to be in the best interest of the City of
Murray

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
GALL 753-1916
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Leager &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
U-PICK Blackberries
2.50 LB, Blueberries
2.00 LB, Daylilies 2.50
per pot. also Clumps
15.00 & up. Mon-Sat
7:00am- 6:300m. 684
Crossland R. Murray
Bluegrass
Gardens
Farm & Nursery
270-227-0460
050
[
F°und
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to hod,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger 8 Times

Call 753-1916
LOST Male, miniature
Chihuahua,
white
w/brown on head &
bottom black collar with
bell Lost at Taco Johns
6/04
Answers
to
Wiggles
270 705
0665 Reward

DUMP truck
Class A COL
759-0501

driver

C A Jones
Management Group is
hiring for the following
positions for a
temporary assignment
Shipping and
Receiving Clerks,
Data Entry Clerks,
Customer Service
Representatives
Please submit your
resume to
...afeefsidchuckiones net

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledge!com.
clix will he redirected
to mbnetwork_com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
Hossever, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnet work corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you
EXPERIENCED body
man, who likes to be
busy in an experienced
high volume shop, in
the beautiful KY Lake
area. Commission pay,
insurance,
health
retirement plan. Please
apply in person MonFn, 8-5 at Richardson's
Body Shop, 5100 Hwy
79 N. Paris TN
731-642-9064. Please
provide references.
FULL time position
available for busy docoffice.
Send
tor's
resume to P.O. Bo.,
KY
Murray,
205,
42071.
Full time service writer .
receptionist position
Primary
opening
include.
duties
customer
Providing
service, answering the
phone, inventory tracking. picking up parts,
general office duties,
etc Experience in the
automotive field is
but
not
excellent
required
Will train.
Send resume to 408 N.
4th St Murray, KY
42071
cr
kelhe harlanaharlanautomotive corn

Happy

L

Birthday
Lisa Holt
Demarest
Horse Ranch, near
Puryear. Morning feed .
turn-out: barn maint
Advance riding & training exp. PI- perm. Email Resume wi 3 references:
danera nch wk.net
MOTHER of 3 will keep
your children in my
home. 731-333-4770
PAINTERS Wanted:
Local painting contractor is recruiting experienced
professional
painters. Must have at
least 4yrs experience.
call
Please
(270)753-6895 leave
message. No walk-in
applications accepted.

PECO

-

Accepting
resumes
All sale careers
& other positions
-. Send to
PO:Box 363
- Murray. KY
42071
PT Merchandiser to
service magazines in
Murray, KY. Cal; Susan
@ 770-354-3994.
RELIABLE person to
care for 2 individuals
with
Alzheimer's
including hygiene, normal living activities,
some housekeeping.
Needing 1st. 2nd, 3rd
shifts. Education or
experience preferable,
but not needed. Pay
depending on experience. 270-354-6020,
270-816-3262.
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

Help Wanted

1 [

Truck Driver to Pull
Camping
Trailers.
Retired
Driver
Preferred. Full or Part
Time 270-853-9112

COMMUNITY SUPPORTS PROVIDER responsible persons to teach leisure, home and personal care skills to persons diagnosed with
developmental disabilities Flexible hours
Applicants must be 21years old with HS diploma GED and be able to provide transportation_
Background check required. Send
resume/application to: Anne Thurman, VP for
Human Resources. Four Rivers Behavioral.
425 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001.
Applications available on line at www4brh org.
EOE

PRN Position Must enjoy
working with the elderly.
Experience preferred, but not
required. Apply in person at
1505 Stadium View Dr. EOE
ADULT FOSTER CARE PROVIDER. This position is responsible for providing a family atmosphere for adults with mental/developmental disabilities ei your own home. Monthly Service fee
as well as room and board stipend provided
Applicant must be 21 of age. Background
check is required for all states resided/worked
in over the past year. Forward resume to Anne
Thurman, Human Resources Four Rivers
Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway, Paducah KY
42001.E0E. Applications available on line at
www 4rbh.org
IMIN111•111.1=11.

Small Business located in the LBL area seeks
clerical/administrative support. This position is
responsible for answering phones, responding
to clients effectively, timely, and professionally.
Accurate data entry, tracking information, also
includes support of Accts Payable, Accts
Receivable, Payroll and other rinse task.
Computer skills include Microsoft, Word, Excel.
MAXWELL experience a plus. Qualified applicants with minimum 5 years experience send
resume to:
LBL Resources LLC
383 Maintenance Road.
Golden Pond, KY 42211
EOE

Articles
For Sale
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to liitry

PRECIOUS
MOMENTS

LEARNING
CENTER
Now hakopenings
beginning Aug. 2
Infants to -4 years old.
Open
6.30am-4.30p.m

(270)293-6020
Shelley's Cleaning
Service- One owner,
one employee.
Weekly, beweekly. or
monthly cleaning
270-227-8384

BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collections 293-6999.
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
GOOD
use stove,
refrigerator,
unit,
and storm windows.
753-4109
Swing set, Rainbow
vacuum, living room &
bedroom
furniture,
trampoline.
731-682-3416.

(270)4924211
WASHER & dryer,
motor home. Case
tractor, real estate lots
Will consider trades
753-4109, 227-1546

Appliance'
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 E Sooth 12th St

(270) 753-1713

Articles
For 5.1.

STORM
SHELTERS
Starks Bros.
Homes in Benton

Super Cleaning
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
me a call
731-336-3891.

CHARLIE'S
ANTIQUE MALL
IN HAM
has vendor space
arsilidok t Its
NEW mom.
Large 10'1'18'M/ilk
otdy $57 W00
Call Fee details.

''OWNER Finance3f3R, 2BA, Lake area,
beautiful
setting.
down.
$3.950
$534/mo.
6058 Dunbar Rd.
New Concord. KY
615-397-3171
1999 Champion 16x80,
3BR, 2BA. $15,000
obo. 270-293-1041
2007 Clayton. 16x80
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding,
black appliances, like
new. 270-489-2525.

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866
NICE 2BR $285.00.
No cats. 753-6012
I

220
Apartments For Rem]

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BR unfurnished, near
campus, water paid, no
smoking, no pets.
753-5980.
1BR, price reduced.
various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898.
2E3R, 1.56A, townahouse
very
nice
Coleman RE 753-9898
4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898

2BR. stove & refngera
tor. dw, vied hook-up
C/H/A. $550/mo, 1 yr.
lease, 1 month deposit.
No pets. 753-2259,
270-527-8174.
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3BR. 2BA 3 miles
south of Murray. $575
monthly plus deposit &
references. 753-1221.
873-7253.
3BR, 28A, W&D
included. 48 Camelot
$900/mo . $800/dep.
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
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FOR Sale or Lease:
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1/2 car garage
270-873-7826

that all dwernn,,iiikern.ed aru
ai alikle on XI 1510.11 orporne
nit

liowung Ad,ert,intz redulrement. clOut \50 AtAn,c1
Rtanc Milana 17.1131114&lianll

GATESBOROUGH
Executive Home. 3BR,
2BA. Sun Room, Living
Room,
Den.
Appliances. Hookups.
Garage, Tile. Carpet,
Newly Painted. Lease.
Deposit 404-313-1051

Acreage

NICE 3B/2BA in Hazel.
C/I-1/A, all appliances,
2-car garage, lease.
ref. + dep. No pets.
$525.00. 753-1059

ID

Equal opportunity.

COZY Studio Type
Duplex $325. Water &
Trash Included, W/D.
Smoke Free, Pet Free.
Year Lease. 412 N
5th. 226-8006
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom
All appliances including washer & dryer.
$350/mo.
(270)759-5885
or
(270)293-7085.
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment!
(270)492-8211

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/1-1/A, W&D,
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 293-3710.
293-4600
LARGE duplex 2BR,
2BA, C/H/A, appliances furnished, yard
maintenance included.
No lease required. No
pets. $500/mo.
753-3949.
LARGE, 3BR, 2 furl
bath, all appliances.
C/H/A, lawn service.
227-5173

ASHLEY Northshore
dining table & 6 chair,
hutch & buffet, with
matching occasional
chairs Less than one
year old Paid over
take
$5,000.
will
$3,500 or oho. Call
270-748-5281
220

Niayfield K1.
Cali
1-800-455-3001
for sizes & prices

Antique 1908 Pri:e
'steeple Upright piano
in
good condition,
$1000 Call 293-9737
or 759-5888

NICE 2f3/1 BA Duplex
in Hazel, C/H/A, all
appliances,
privacy
fence yard. lease, ref.
+ dep. No pets.
$400.00. 753-1059

OCEAN FHONT
CONDO
(4" "Dunes of
Panama."
2BR 8 2Baths.
sleeps 8
Locally owned
(270)970-2374 or
(270)293-6276

Used Cars

NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 800-648-6C56

GREAT Lot's next to
Saratoga Springs 105
X 228
Jim
$25,000
call
Campbell Realty 7539090

Minislorage
All sizes to
lit your needs
Located by
Froggy radio station

Please put under (Lot's
for Sale)

753-8359 759-9854

Great house! 4 tad'. 1
ba. $29,900
Call Jim Campbell
Realty 753-9090

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell, (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

1990
240SX, runs
$1,300
270-226-9507

2005 Dodge Ram 1500
quad cab. 4x4, 5.7L V8
Hemi, blue, in great
condition.
Asking
$15.000. If interested
please
contact
(270)881-7874, day or
night.
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watching th

have thou)
Oscars.
The Sund

.

Academy

Washington
home their

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 2417 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

1850 St. At, 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
('inner of 1215. & 4.1,ndale.
IOXIO $25 10‘15 $40
12701 436-2524
12701 293-6906

honored Oil
on art and

included W

Helen Min

NEON BEACH
MINE STORAGE

"Glee- stool

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

Rogers was

Michele.
The line
gave him
Broadsvay

Sean Comb
Broadway

_,H11-s1

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
.Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

while Broai

to ensure lit

office, cope

get him a subscription to the
MURRAY

sion makes

unreachable

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
3 mo.
$30.00
6 mo.
$55.00
1 yr.
$105.00

ommercial Prop.
For Sale
Prime location North
12th
1stKY R early
(270)978-1880

Rest of KIITN
Nes

& Buchanan',

3 mo.

$70.50

1 yr.
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858.

Very Friendly Angus
Bulls. 20 mos
270-436-2424

We Finance
hollAndmolorsales com
270-753-4461

CO

ties and for

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC, shots wormed,
$300
270-251-0310
evenings

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

2YRS, old, white vinyl,
Lynn
Grove
area,
sq.ft.
413R,
2,100
2.5BA,
attached
garage,
screened
porch. 270-853-1999.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU S20-50
753-7665

JACK Russell pups,
$75 Marti-Poo pups.
$300
270-994-0289

EXCEPTIONALLY
clean, well maintained
6 room brick ranch.
Tastefully decorated.
Large living room,
country kitchen with
many custom cabinets,
counter space & snack
bar, 3-large bedrooms,
laundry room. 1.5
baths. Front porch,
rear
and
garage
attached
covered
decks. Carport/Court
yard with lattice privacy
wall. New roof, furnace, AC, and asphalt
drive. Detached 2_5
car garage. Approx. .5
acre landscaped yard;
1800 square ft. home.
Perfect family or retirement home. Move in
condition. 31 E. Y Drive
,n East
Manor
Subdivision.
By
appointment
only,
home info sheets on
For Sale Sign. Call
219-869-0494

New 2-4
43 acres, Hwy. 1346,
Dexter. Across from
Bedroom homes in I
Cemetery.
Jeffrey
Riverfield Estates.
Fenced
with
year
']
BG Real Property
around water and pole
Professionals
barn. $89.900 Call
293-7872
Chuck
753-1323 ext. 120.

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

1Bit 8: 2BR Apt,
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 233 .
6

Ith

I., turthaa

1st Full Mo Rent Free

1505 Diuguid Dove

ongte or mien

make an, .uch rrcter
r m.na
'Lnntanon,or

150

2 burial plots in Murray
Memorial
Gardens
$1,200 for both. 270252-0293

Con t
us ft

1

Military Police
Serve and protect your community and your
country as a member of the National Guard
Military Police. A part time career with full
time rewards.
SSG JAMES JONES
270-226-9543
JAMES.JONES490US.ARMY.MIL
To learn more, visit MoreGuardInto.com\3933

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CHRISTIAN Childcare
Center now enrolling
ages 0-5. Experienced
and trained staff. Fun
and nurturing environment for children. Care
involves daily activities,
crafts and educational
activities
Mon-Fri
6:30am 5:30pm
767-1177

Nap Wanted

NATIONAL GUAM

TOM'S Pizza & Steak
House is now hiring for
an experienced baker.
731-642-8842.

Reside

227-

060

060
Legal
Notice

RC

Cheek

$120.00

Local Mail
,(

3 me.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$35.00
$63.00
$110.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
$96.00
I yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

MA'
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Mail thin coupon with pus mint to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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A 13-mir
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Murray Ledger & I hues

Services Offered

Services Offered
1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construc.
lion Additions. remodeling, sagging rotten
floors, decks home e.
122 KING DR

,DUNES

I

Fn 10a.m.
-MOIL

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

270-227-83r3

MOn.12p.m.

Wed. 10IA

Thar. 1011.111.

Thur 12p.m.

Hill Electric

ROOFING
Ben Mathis. Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured

VIA L
min

Don I be fooled by imitators, call
us for a free inspection today!

227-4646

436-5080
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Used Trucks

5 Dodge Ram 1500
d cab. 4x4, 5.7L V8
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$35.00
$63.00
$110.041

11 Other Mail
ubseriptions

$145.00
Visa

MX
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ayment
Times

2071
1916
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TRAVIS
ASPHALT

Murray's Best Buy,
$229,900

Fn.100.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
1270i 293 8 'tti. 0,,
750
1

rpra,r

4BR, 3BA, approx 2.500 sq ft

CONSSTaUIVICTION
Over 15 years experience
Call for references
Brad Shelton.(270)978-1351
Michael Manning (270) 227-3418

24 HOUR saavict
Re','sin
Ind
I i ,'used 1/
1
4 Instlicd
hie ,s1 ...11111

753-9562

Paying. Seale/rating
& Hauling
1'0NI"rRAN1S

270-753-2279
DRIMALL REPAIR,
PAINTING

•

IICIIT V$RPESTRY
FREE
ESTIMA'rES
(270)873-9916
BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iirflc 8, tree work.

•Audio .Video
• Home Theatre
-Sales •Service *Install

AS QUALITY

FLOOR installations,
carpet, vinyl. V.A. tile,
hardwood, laminate
and repairs. 30 years
experience.
FfeE,

USED
FURNITURE

-282 Aurora HVVY
•
Hardin. KY
We buy & sell
good clean
furniture
(270) 530-0450
•(270) 293-5762

(270) 227-9212

estimate.

Ca,

270-848-0004, c(•II
270-227-4933

FREE
PICK LIP

ADAMS Home

Campers
05 Chevrolet motor
home, 32-ft. sleeps-8,
11,000 miles, perfect
condition. 293-1231
1977 Man-O-War 2941.
camper $1,500 obo.
270-293-1041
32' 2006 travel trailer.
'93 Ford van: tool
boxes & ladder racks.
270-978-1926. Lawn
mowing.

$15.00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated.
978-5655, 759-9295
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816 227-4116111

Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404

Apat
• •• I,
mr,•a•

fuesday _lune IS. 2010 • 3B

CO Wrong
Doofs
& idlers
Car Bailer

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• i,cekly i. To, ,n1 plAuf,
•!mall!,
ned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
Tyler Murdock • 293-1722
Display Hours,501.3:30

JUNK
REMOVAL
We haul anything
the garbage man
won't. Call Mike
for free estimate.

(270)227-6365
LAMB'S ,
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
•Complete tree
removal .Gutter
cleaning'Insured
(270)753-TREE
03733)
(270)293-1118
Emergency

CLARK'S
LAWN CARE
'Mowing *Them,
*Leaf Cleanup
• •Muichrite.
uOver :20 Years
Experience
•Free Estiniuiec
Now Expanding
To Lake Areas
12701227: 1958
CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814
METAL ROOFING
Stockwell & Sons
227-6238 or 759-1085

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Vinyl siding
Wood siding
Brick • Concrete

Decks •' Fence
(270)227-6160

(270)759-0501
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance on doors
arid operators.
270-293-2357
and
MOWING
Trimming small to
large. Dependable.
reliable, gutters, mulch.
shrubs trimmed, hauing. 11 years experience. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.
Service Wanted. Yard
Clean Up and Bush
Hog. Call 227-5886,
Cherry Corner Rd.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of as employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
Or'OVitipS

3 CRETE, LLC
Decorative Concrete
Counter Tops

270-293-7971

TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing, Pole
Barn,
Shingles.
(2701804-6884.

Nominations for FSA committees open June 15
FRANKFORT. Ky. - The
U.S. Farm Service Agency will
begin accepting nominations of
farmers and ranchers for county
committees on today. June 15,
Agriculture
Commissioner
Richie Farmer has announced.
Nominalipas must be postmarked or received in a local
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Service Center by Aug. 2. FSA
will mail ballots to eligible voters on Nov. 5. Ballots will be

due back to the county office by
Dec. 6. Newly elected committee members and alternates will
take office Jan. 1.2011.
"The county committees are
a vital link between the farmer
and the federal government,"
Commissioner Farmer said. "I
encourage all Kentucky farmers
to get involved in the county
committee process."
To be eligible to serve on an
FSA county committee, a person

June 26,2010 10:00AM
2217 Quail Creek Drive
Murray, KY 42071

*Commercial &
Residential
*Asphalt Installation
& Maintenance
40 yrs experience

Floors • Walls• NPN

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY AUCTION

must participate in a program
administered by FSA. be eligible to vote in a county committee election and reside in the
local administrative area in
which he or she is a candidate.
Eligible persons may nominate
themselves or others, and organizations representing minorities
and women also may nominate
candidates.
FSA county committee MetTlhers make decisions on disaster

REAL ESTATE: Spacious 3BR, 28A home complete with
breakfast room, kitchen, dining room, living room, office
Sun porch, deck, 2 car garage. Terms 10% down, balance in 30 days.

OPEN HOUSE
June 15 and 17 • 4:30-6:00pm
Not responsible for accidents
Lunch available
For more mformation and your entire auction needs contact:

DAN MILLER (270)4354144 DARRELL BEANE 4354420
AUCTIONEER AND ASSOCIATES
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 BROKER AUCTIONEER
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
www.terrydpaschallreatestate.com

To Save
Money/
Let TRASH BE
GONE be your
trash provider_
Dependable. reliable. Locally owned.
Call today & start
saving
227-7682

2 bathroom sinks, fir-

Want

ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
References
available
Free Estimates
(270)293-5383
(270) 293-6927

berglass shower with
door, commode, urinal.
Good condition.

492-6333
YEARR1'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Check us out oil the web!
110r0SCOPe

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,June 16, 2010:
This year, count on your communication skills. You will enjoy
touching base with others more often as well. However, you might
long to stretch your mind or grow in new ways. Some of you will
travel, others might look at school, and yet, for many, a foreigner or
someone quite different could knock on your door. If you are single,
you might choose someone who is unusual or artistic. You could
meet this person in an odd way. If you are attached, the two of you
will become closer if you plan a trip together or take a seminar. LEO
always appreciate. vou

and conservation programs,
emergency programs. commodity price support loan programs
and other agricultural issues.
Members serve three-year
terms. About 7.8(X) farmers and
ranchers serve on county committees nationwide.
For more information about
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4county committee elections, go Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: 1-Difficult
to wwvvIsa.usda.gov/elections.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You cannot clarify a situation enough, as confusion floats in
the ethers. Maintain a sense of humor, and you might feel a lot better about a misunderstanding. This same attitude helps others. Your
ingenuity saves the day more than once. Tonight: Leave work with a
smite. Take a break.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
segments from "Promises. Prom i ses."
By FRAZIER MOORE
Three Hollywood stars, Zeta-Jones.
**** You might feel stalemated by a situation and unable to get
AP Television Writer
"Come Fly With Me" and other musicals, Washington and Scarlett Johansson, were your point over. Keep your focus on home and family, and you will be
NEW YORK (API - I yin weren't then finished in explosive style with punk first-time nominees and winners.
able to deal with other issues later. At the same time, don't trust
watching the Tonys too carefully, you would rockers Green Day.
"Every since I was a little girl I wanted to someone's offer that might come in from out of left field. Tonight:
have thought they had turned into the
The broadcast was packed with musical be on Broadway and here I am," said Make a favorite dinner.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Oscars.
performances from nominated shows. Johansson, the voluptuous Hollywood star ***** Make that extra effort in a talk or when reaching out to
The Sunday show was a night for celebri- including "Memphis," the rhythm 'n' blues hest know n for such films as "Matchpoint"
another person. You might be overwhelmed by everything that you
ties and for the meaning of celebrity. when musical set in the American South in the and "Lost in Translation."
hear. Know that it is hearsay until you hear those words from the
Award
winners
Denzel 1950s. which won four Tonys. including best
Academy
"Fences." a revival of August Wilson's horse's mouth. Assume someone might be distorting what was said.
Tonight: Favorite spot, favorite people.
Washington and Catherine Zeta-Jones took musical.
deeply personal drama about family, won for
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
home their first Tonys, and when the most
Even the hit TV series "Glee" got on the best revisal of a play. Its two stars. **** You could be overwhelmed by a financial situation. This mathonored play,"Red," was itself a meditation bandwagon. Morrison did a full-scale rendi- Washington and Viola Davis. won for best ter might not be negative, but in some sense it's a little beyond your
on art and commerce. Other familiar faces tion of "All I Need Is the Girl." from actors in a play.
scope. Consider everything you are hearing and seeing, then in a few
included Will Smith and Michael Douglas. "Gypsy." followed by Michele belting out a
Zeta-Jones won for best actress in a musi- days, seek out an expert. You might get more information. Tonight:
Helen Mirren and Daniel Radcliffe, and Streisand-esque version of "Don't Rain on cal as the amorous actress in the revival of Accept another person's invitation.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
"Glee" stars Matthew Morrison and Lea My Parade." from "Funny Girl." Zeta-Jones Stephen Sondheim's"A Little Night Music.- ***** Act like the force that you are - unstoppable. An element of
Michele.
was a show herself, winning for best actress
Johansson won for best featured perform- confusion could fitter through your day, forcing you to take action.
The line on Fred Astaire and Ginger in a musical as the amorous actress in the ance as an actress in a play for her Broadway First try to confirm where others are coming from. Tonight: Be the
Rogers was that he gave her class and she revival of Stephen Sondheim's "A Little debut, the object of her uncle's lust in Arthur happy Lion.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
gave him sex. So has been the dance of Night Music" and earlier crooning the Miller's "A View From a Bridge."
*** Continue to maintain a low profile. Messages might seem
Broadway and Hollywood. Celebrities from Sondheim standard "Send in the Clowns."
"Fetal- - the innovative Afro-beat biog- unclear, especially with those who impact your day-to-day life. Just
Sean Combs to Julia Roberts have turned to Sex was worked right into her acceptance raphy of Nigerian superstar Feld Anikulapo- flow with the innate nature of communication and work, knowing that
Broadway when in search of serious work. speech. She thanked many, including her Kuti -- and "La Cage aux Folks" - a by tomorrow you can take a stronger hand. Tonight: Nap and then
decide.
while Broadway has welcomed the famous husband, fellow actor and Oscar winner revival of the classic Jerry Herman-Harvey LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
boost
the
box
to ensure financial backing and
Michael Douglas. who she "gets to sleep Fierstein musical farce -each had II nom- ***** Keep your primary goal in mind. This simple concept could
be hard to act on, as there is so much distraction occurring around
office, especially when for many the reces- with every night."
inations, but won just three Tonys apiece.
you. A child or new friend adds a veil of confusion as well! Tonight:
sion makes high-priced theater tickets an
Meanwhile, the nominated plays were disDouglas Hodge. who won best actor in a
Where people are.
unreachable luxury.
posed of with brief summaries voiced by musical for "La Cage aux Folks." said his SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Stars not only have appeared onstage over members of their respectise casts.
Tony was "tremendous encouragement."
**** Whether you feel like it or not, your presence at a certain
the years. but behind the scenes as well, with
Hayes, who didn't win as lead actor in a
"It just feels like I can really get on with it meeting or event is a must. You might want to play hooky. Trust that
entertainers such as Sean Connery ("An") musical for "Promises. Promises.- did put on now," he said backstage."and dig deeper and others will notice. You clearly cannot be in two places at once. Keep
your mind in the same place. Others will sense that you are distractand Jay-Z ("Fetal") producing.
it memorable show of song, jokes and cos- deeper. and mean it more and more." The ed. Tonight. Choose for you.
into
the act Sunday tumes, dressing up as everyone front role of drag queen Albin/Zaza 5% as the SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
And even sports got
night, with New York Jets quarterback Mark Spiderman to Little Orphan Annie.
Broads% ay debut for Hodge. who won an ***** Your intuition might be in conflict with logic. You might try
Sanchez stepping out on stage at Radio City
During his opening monologue he joked Ohs ICI
ard for playing the part in Juggling them. Perhaps the best solution would be discovering how
both could be valid. News from a distance might not be the total story.
Music Hall.
that his dual status as nominee and host
vindon.
Tonight: Whatever you do, be where there is good music.
"Red." which won the Tony for best play "combines a good chance of losing with a
Kreis, who with fellow cast members CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
and five other honors, loomed as the dark. good chance at bombing." He was only half of "Nlillion Dollar Quartet" -- about a fic- *** An associate doesn't hesitate to tout his or her expertise.
unanswered conscience at the bright lights right.
tional jam session of Johnny Cash. Elvis Although from this person's perspective he or she is right, you might
not be so sure. Without starting a disagreement, listen and see the
ceremony. an anguished two-man drama
Hayes' "Promises. Promises" co-star. Presley. Jerry Lee Lewis and Carl Perkins end results. Tonight: Say "yes" to an invitation.
about painter Mark Rothko and his devilish Katie Finneran. won the Toits for best la- helped kick off the broadcast with a stomp- AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
dilemma over whether to accept a rich com- tured actress in a musical.
ing "Blue Suede Shoes." won the Tony for **** Others might be beating a path to your door, but what is quite
clear is that you are not hearing them. Certainly you could be so into
mission for the fancy Four Seasons restauBackstage. the wisecracking Finneran, best featured actor in a musical.
your head or distracted that you don't get someone's message as
rant. Rothko couldn't go through with it; the who doesn't make her entrance in the Burt
Asked alterw aid if his prize would affect
clearly as you might like. Tonight: Just don't be alone.
Tonys themselves weie an ode to temptation. Bacharach-Hal David musical until after Ins performance as rock 'n' roll wild man PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
The awards show was skewed in a musical intermission, said she sews the first act Jerry Lee Less is. he said. "I hope not. I think *** Your instincts keep telling you the same message, while you
direction: Its business was clearly show busi- from an unusual vantage point in her second- the authentic itv and purit.v of a performance are trying to focus on more pressing matters. Understand that
although you are being practical in your choices, you also might want
floor dressing room.
has nothing to do with approval.ness.
to follow your sixth sense. Tonight: Squeeze in some exercise.
"I can actually go into my toilet, open the
illsgoal of e‘cry performer. he said. is -to
"Welcome to the Tony..." said host Sean
Hayes when it began - - "the World Cup of trap door. and I am in the house," she said. -I net hi .1 pthIll \% here w hat comes out of them BORN TODAY
can watch the show behind the curtain, right nes ei has any thing to do with that, but Author Erich Segal (1937), actor Stan Laurel (1890), rapper Tupac
show tunes.Shakur (1971)
front my: toilet. I call it my s less trim) the alss s sties Ii urn an authentic plas.e.
He wasn't kidding.
least. :hal • ms goal "
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[inking Back
Ten years ago
Vonnie Hays-Adams of Murray was among 20 individuals
from west Kentucky to participate and recently graduate from
the Leadership West Kentucky
program.
Andrea May Jackson has been
named to the dean's list for the
spring 2000 semester at Convert College. Spartanburg. S.C.
A ienior Music Theory major,
Jackson is the daughter of Donald L. Jackson of Murray.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County Valuation Administrator Ronnie Jackson looking
over notices that his office will
be sending out this week to residents in the western part of
Calloway County receiving residential property reassessments.
Kathleen Hokans and Chanty Anderson of Calloway County High School and Scott Andrus
and James Chu of Murray High
School are attending a Governor's Scholars Program at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court
increased the office budgets of
Sheriff Max Mortis and County Clerk Marvin Harris for the
1980-81 fiscal year at its meeting June 17. The court also
voted to raise the salaries of
county road department crews
by 15 cents an hour beginning
July I.
Carmen D'Angelo. Bob Garland, Don Burke, Paul Kurz, Al
Yurcus, John Clark, John Evans,
Ted Schlueter. Dennis Cowin,
John Ryan and Dennis Maguire
are new officers of Knights of
Columbus of St. Leo Catholic
Church.
Forty years ago
Cathy Lockhart. Kathryn
Hardie and Gary Lee Potts of
Calloway County High School
attended a Clean Teens Environmental Camp Out at Nathan

Bedford Forrest State Park at Eva.
Tenn.
Emmanuel Baptist Church will
observe its seventh anniversaryon June 21. Speakers will be
Jonathan Kimbro of Murray and
M.C. King of Mayfield.
Mrs. Ella Garland was honored on her 99th birthday May
30 at her home with her daughter Mrs. Florence Houston.
Fifty years ago
A delegation appeared before
Murray City Council requesting
that the council substantially
increase its support of the citycounty library. Mrs. George Hart
was the spokesperson for the
delegation.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rickman,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Flora, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Parker, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Sanford Beck. twin
boys to Mr. and Mrs. Billy D.
Harrell, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jamt s Duke, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Grey Walker and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ross Foster.
Sixty years ago
To help in the drive for purchase of savings bonds in Calloway County, the exact replica
of the Liberty Bell is being
shown in Murray today and
tomorrow. Murray Fire Chief
W.O. Spencer is presiding at the
opening ceremony for the bell.
The United State Treasury
Department said $3,862.50 has
been sold in savings bonds this
year, but the county quota is
$42,000.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Estel Charlton.
June 14; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Edmund Clarke and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington.
June 15; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Morris. June 16; a boy to
Mr. and Mr;. Victor Seaford,
June 17.
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Teen plans a short life based Psoriasis caused by strep throat
carries man,
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 10-year- has been prescnbed
on overheard conversation old
grandson has had guttate psori- side effects, including allergic reac
asis for more than a year. His der- lion (rash, hives. etc.). sore thniat.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 13 and
I have cancer. My mom thinks
I don't know, but I do. I heard
the doctor say I was better
off without any trieds.
I have made a choice not
to fall in love, and not to tell
even my closest friend that
I'm
only
going to live
to be about
25-30 years
old.
My
friend can't
understand
why I am
always sad
and
have
Dear Abby never wanted
a
boyfriend.
BY Abigail
How do I
Van Buren
tell her to
stop advising me to be happy
and cheer up, and to someday open my heart to love
without telling her about my
short life? -- MADE MY
CHOICE. ANYWHERE, USA
DEAR
MADE YOUR
CHOICE: If ever I heard about
a girl who needs to have a
talk with her mother, it is you.
I don't know what you think
you overheard the doctor telling
her, but it is very possible that
the "meds" he was talking
about had nothing to do with
cancer. I would hate to see
you ruin your teen years
because you jumped to a conclusion based on a misunderstanding -- so please speak up
NOW!
DEAR ABBY: Today, June
15, is World Elder Abuse Day.
On this day. communities all
over the USA and the world
will sponsor events to shed light
on the growing and tragic issue

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 15, the
166th day of 2010. There are 199
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June IS, 1215, England's
King John put his seal to Magna
Carta ("the Great Charter") at
Runnymede.
On this date:
In 1775, the Second Continental Congress voted unanimously
to appoint George Washington head
of the Continental Army.
In 1836, Arkansas became the
13

25th state.
In 1844, Charles Goodyear
received a patent for his process
to vulcanize rubber.
In 1849, James Polk. the 11th
president of the United States,
died in Nashville. Tenn.
In 1864, Secretary of War Edwin
M. Stanton signed an order establishing a military burial ground.
which became Arlington National
Cemetery.
In 1904, more than 1,000 people died when fire erupted aboard
the steamboat General Slocum in

New York's East River.
In 1944, American forces began
their successful invasion of Saipan
(sy-PAN') during World War II.
B-29 Superfortresses made their
first raids on Japan.
In 1960. the Billy Wilder movie
"The Apartment." starring Jack
Lemmon and Shirley MacLaine,
premiered in New York.
In 1978. King Hussein (hooSAYN') of Jordan married 26year-old American Lisa Halaby,
who became Queen Noor.
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of elder abuse.
Your readers, young and
old, should be aware that the
U.S. Administration on Aging
estimates that as many as 5
million seniors are abused each
year in the United States. And
this is only the tip of the iceberg, since only an estimated
one in five cases of abuse is
ever reported to the authorities.
Elder abuse can be financial, physical, emotional or
sexual, and it also includes
people who are neglected. But
elder abuse is preventable -public awareness and education can help people learn the
warning signs. For more information on what readers can
do to join the fight against
elder abuse, visit www.centeronelderabuse.org.
Thank you. Abby. for all
you do to help keep our seniors safe. -- LAURA MOSQUEDA, M.D.. GERIATRICS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AT IRVINE
DEAR DR. MOSQUEDA:
If publicizing your message
and your website will help some
of these vulnerable hidden victims. I am more than pleased
to help.
Readers, the elderly -- unlike
child victims of abuse -- can
slip through the cracks because
too often they become invisible. Either they drop out of
sight, or no one suspects what
is going on until it is too late.
Old people have been found
stashed in garages, suffering
from bed sores, malnourished
and lying in their own waste.
If you suspect abuse, please
report it so it can be investigated. All you have to do is
call Adult Protective Services.
Every state has an agency that
provides this.

matologist said it was caused by
strep throat. Although the strep
throat is no longer a problem, the
psoriasis definitely is. 1...ist summer,
it faded with exposure to sunlight.
Until
February. it
too
wasn't
bad, but for
the past several months it
has been terrible. The red
spots are literally all over
him. even on
the bottoms
Dr. Gott of
his feet. He
is using a
By
steroid cream.
Dr. Peter Gott which seems
to have little
or no effect and takes Concena for
ADHD.
Can you offer any suggestions?
Can diet, clothing, detergents,
stress and/or animals affect this
problem')
DEAR READER: Guttate psonasis is a noncontagious. uncommon
form of psoriasis that presents with
small, red spots that resemble
teardrops appearing on the arms,
legs, trunk and other skin surfaces.
The lesions may be covered with
silver-colored. flaky •o-ales. The
disorder presents most frequently in
people younger than 30 and usually
follows strep Ouoat, hactenal infections, sunburn, burns, insect bites.
stress and the ingestion of some
medications.
Diagnosis is made through visual
examination of the lesions.
Treatment is directed toward controlling the symptoms and preventing secondary. infection. A physician might suggest exposure to the
sun or prescribe antibiotics, cortisone creams, oral steroids, moisturizers, dandruff shampoos, prescription medications with vitamins A or
D. or phototherapy.
The Concerta that your grandson

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a 63year-old woman just diagnosed
with abdominal migraines that
started when I was 8 or 9. I get a
pain in my stomach that goes to my
head, lasting from two hours to several days. It usually helps if I eat
something, but not always. I end up
in bed and literally don't move for
hours. Noise and lights don't bother
me. I am taking compazine twice a
day for the as.sociated nausea,
which helps, and I take Frova when
I do get the migraines. Is there anything you can ;ell me about abdominal migraines?
DEAR READER: The cause of
abdominal migraines is unknown.
but they are believed to be related
to changes in histamine and serotonin, with stress and amiety causing fluctuations in both body chemicals. Chocolate, processed meats
containing nitrates and foods containing MSG have also been linked
to attacks. Treatment is aimed at
identifying all triggers and taking
steps to avoid them.

Contract Bridge
Opportunity Knocks But Once
North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable
NORTH
•K 94
VA 1 6
•A Q 2
401 i(9
WEST
•
'
8 75 3
•6
•K 4 2
1110 S75
•10 S 7 6
•K 1 3
•AK2
•8 7 5 4
SOUTH
102
•AQJ
Q93
•9 5 4
+63
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
Pass
NT
Pass
3+
4+
Opening lead — use of hearts.
Let's say you're East and partner
leads a heart against four spades,
Dummy follows low, and you w in
the heart with the king. What would
you play next?
The best return is the three of diamonds directly into dummy's A-Q,
but %cry levy players could bring
themselves vi tnake such an extraordinary play. The diamond return
appears suicidal, but it is nevertheless the right play. Observe that if
you return a diamond, declarer goes
down one, while if you return any-

DEAR ABBY: When I married the first time. I wore my
mother's wedding gown. She
and Dad had a happy marriage. They were married 47
years when Dad died.
My first husband and I
divorced. We had MO boys. I
don't think either of my children would want the dress. In
fact, I don't think ANYone
would want it because the last
time it was worn led to divorce.
What should I do with the
dress? I only have two nephews
and a step-granddaughter who
is 5. I could save it for future
grandchildren, but I think the
divorce issue is a spoiler. -JINXED IN KENTUCKY
DEAR JINXED: Why not
donate the dress to a charity?
If it's in good condition. I'm
sure some young woman who
can't afford to buy one would
love to have it. And once it's
out of the family, the "jinx"
would be dissipated, canceled
out by your generosity.

thing else, declarer makes the contract.
How can one reason out that the
diamond return at trick two is correct? Well, it's not as difficult as you
might think, All you have to do is to
count declarer's tricks by looking at
dummy and giving proper weight to
South's three-spade bid. This tells
you that if you detend passively,
South is sure to wind up with 10
tricks - at least rise spades, two
hearts, one diamond and two clubs.
To beat the contract, you must
therefore develop a diamond trick
before your A-K of clubs are forced
out. True, yvur partner must have the
ten of diamonds and South must
have at least three diamonds, but that
is something you are forced to
assume.
Of course, it's also possible for
your partner to have a doubleton
club, in which case leading the K-A
and another club would defeat the
contract. However, there is a much
better chance of finding South with
either three or four diamonds than
with precisely [hut- clubs.
Besides, you can't gamer any
accolades by making a routine return
such as the king ofclubs at trick two,
when the spectacular return of a loss
diamond is sure to get you a few pats
on the hack if it proves to be the only
way to beat the contract.

Tomorrow: Abandoning the percentage play.
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Crosswords
36 Snerts master
37 Corrects
39 Tune
40 Pacino of films
41 Close friends
45 Mystify
49 Party-hay
cheese
50 Name in private
jets
51 Single-strand
molecule
52 Oo.nid-loving
Wolfe
53 Broadway
award
54 Ave. crossers
55 Trolled

ACROSS
1 Hot springs
5 Day before
8 Canape topper
12 Blackjack
13 Mauna —
14 Opportunist
15 What is more
16 Riboflavin (2
wds.)
18 Like pop and
beer
20 Snort of surprise
21 Dental anesthetic
22 Igneous rock
26 Out of commission
29 Pixel
30 Tavern
31 Zest for life
32 Lash holder
33 Ms. Rowlands
34 Was a candidate
35 Holm or
Fleming

YOUR GRANCPARENT5
GAVE 114I5 CLOCX TO
YOUR MOM ANC ME
YEAR5 AGO.
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7 Snack on
8 Cougars
9 So far — —
know
10 Finger count
11 Joule fraction
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MICKEY MOUSE HAS
A LOT OF FRIENDS
IN NOLLYWOOD.
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Nature's
bandage
Water sport
Sec'y
Kind of wedding
Brownies
Rubber-stamp
word

21

PEININIUTS

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

4

19

MAYBE "(01./ GUYS SHOULD
60 VISI OUR BROTHER
SPIKE IN THE DESERT ,HE
KNOWS MICKEY MOUSE.

convulsions and unwanted behavioral changes. Whether it is related
to his psoriasis or not. I don't know
Is there any correlation between the
time he was diagnosed with guttate
psonasis and was placed on the
medication'
His parents may choose to speak
with his pediatrician to determine
whether another drug might be substituted or if he can be switched t‘,
an herbal for control of his ADHD
I am not making light of his diagno
sis, nor am I endorsing any specitit
product, hut I can report that ginkgo biloba, lemon balm, hawthorn
and lobelia have been used successfully by some but should be used
only under the direction of a qualified physician.
To provide related information. I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Dermatitis. Eczema
and Psoriasis."

17 At the drop of
——
19 Back muscle,
in the gym
22 Slangy
physique
23 Take down —
24 Pale-green
moth
25 Ski lift (hyph.)
26 Deborah of old
films
27 Jai -28 Twinge
29 Noise
32 Vegas lead-in
33 Raises flowers
35 "— never fly"
36 Lay low
38 Risky
39 Faint glows
41 Aptitude
42 Suggestion
43 Accrue interest
44 Inversion
problem
45 Diner order
46 Help-wanted
abbr.
47 Not ruddy
48 "ER" roles

